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Abstract 
This paper describes COLLAGE, a planner that utilizes a variety of nontraditional methods of 
plan construction within a partitioned or localized reasoning framework. The foundation of the 
COLLAGE approach is the use of action-based constraints. Such constraints represent domain 
and problem requirements directly in terms of actions, action relationships, and action parameter 
bindings rather than in terms of state-based goals and preconditions. In our experience, such 
constraints can provide a more natural vehicle for domain encoding than traditional STRIPS-based 
operator descriptors. In order to cope with the complexity and scale of realistic domains, COLLAGE 
also utilizes localization, a representational technique for partitioning problem requirements into 
subproblems. A localized search space consists of several smaller search spaces, one for each 
subproblem. COLLAGE allows these subproblem spaces to overlap and interact, and provides 
mechanisms for maintaining plan consistency and correctness. This combination of action-based 
reasoning with flexible localized search has yielded a powerful and efficient planning framework 
that is useful for challenging realistic domains. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Planning; Constraints; Action-based reasoning; Localization; Partitioned search; Logistical 
domains 
1. What is planning? 
Over the years, the primary focus of the planning community has been on spe- 
cific planning systems-STRIPS [ 81, NOAH [ 371, NONLIN [ 401, SIPE [ 431, SNLP 
[ 331 -to name just a few. Each system was built, for the most part, upon the design 
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of its predecessors. As a consequence, most planners use representations and algorithms 
based on those originally formulated in STRIPS. Domains are described in terms of 
state predicates (that describe possible world states) and action descriptors (that define 
actions in terms of their state-based preconditions and effects). Problem instances are 
described in terms of initial and goal states. The task of the planner is to come up 
with an ordered set of actions, all of whose executions are valid with respect to action 
preconditions and effects and are guaranteed to transform an initial state into a goal 
state. 
During the 1980’s, planning researchers ventured beyond toy problems like the Blocks 
World into more realistic domains. They quickly bumped up against the inadequacies of 
this traditional or “classical” formulation of planning. Some researchers developed new 
methods and representational mechanisms that could be grafted onto a classical plan- 
ning base. These included techniques for dealing with uncertainty, parallelism, causality, 
hierarchy and abstraction, metric temporal requirements, and reasoning about resources. 
Another pivotal development of this period was the work of Chapman 131, who for- 
malized classical planning in terms of the modal truth criterion and found it to be 
NP-complete. 
Other planning researchers, inspired by human methods for coping with a dynamic 
world (as well as Chapman’s analysis), completely abandoned the classical approach 
for more reactive forms of reasoning. For example, the common practice of representing 
knowledge as procedures motivates the architecture of systems like PRS [IO] and RAPS 
[9], which apply user-supplied procedures in reaction to the environment. Similarly, 
case-based methods [ 11,421 attempt to reuse and adapt previously constructed plans in 
reaction to new problems. The need for quick and flexible response in robotic domains 
led to architectures based on reactive control rules. Such rules can be constructed either 
as a byproduct of extensive state-based search [ 7,381 or via compilation of user-supplied 
specifications [ 131. 
In our view, these forays into reactive reasoning served another, perhaps more sig- 
nificant, role in the planning field: they broadened our view of what planning is. A 
planner is a system that utilizes any suitable method for constructing a plan of action. 
Ideally, one should analyze a particular domain or domain class and determine what 
planning methods are most suitable for it, from the standpoints of representational ease 
and plan-construction efficacy. 
The approach to planning described in this paper was developed from this broadened 
philosophical view of planning. Our motivation was to develop a system that was 
unbiased by previous approaches and that was practical and useful for a large class of 
complex realistic domains. The result was COLLAGE, a planner that is neither STRIPS- 
based nor reactive. Its design was motivated by a target domain class: logistical domains. 
Such domains involve parallel activities that require complex forms of coordination. A 
typical logistical domain, building construction, has been the focus of much of our work 
and will serve as the source of several illustrations throughout this paper. COLLAGE is 
currently being applied to another very different domain-planning of image processing 
activities performed by Earth scientists. As applied in this context, COLLAGE can be 
viewed as a “software agent” that helps scientists develop plans for data processing 
[26,27,31]. 
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Logistical domains possess several features that motivate COLLAGE’S nontraditional 
approach to planning. First, we have found the requirements of such domains are most 
easily exlpressed directly in terms of actions rather than state conditions. For example, 
most building construction requirements can be stated directly in terms of temporal 
precedence relationships between actions, action decomposition structures, or CSP-style 
binding constraints on action parameters. One of the important ways in which COLLAGE 
differs from other planners is that it takes a purely action-oriented approach to domain 
representation and plan construction-what we call action-based planning. Such an 
approach specifies and satisfies domain requirements directly in terms of actions, action 
relationships, and action parameter bindings rather than in terms of state-based goals 
and preconditions. Although state-based and action-based methods may at some level 
be duals of each other, we believe that the action-based approach is better suited to 
logistical reasoning. We have successfully tackled several complex and realistic domains 
with this approach, without resorting to any traditional forms of reasoning about state 
conditions. 
Another challenge posed by many logistical domains is their size. Luckily, such 
domains also usually possess a great deal of structure. COLLAGE utilizes the method 
of 1ocali;:ed search to exploit this structure and thereby reduce planning search costs. 
Each COLLAGE problem description includes information that partitions the overall set 
of problem requirements into sets called regions. COLLAGE uses this information to 
partition the search space into a set of spaces (one for each region) each focused on 
constructing a piece of the overall plan that satisfies a particular region’s requirements. 
As we will show, localized search can greatly reduce planning costs and thereby can 
help alleviate problems of scale. 
One o-F the most salient features of logistical domains is their focus on activity co- 
ordination. As a result, extensive preplanning is essential; reactive approaches would 
quickly lead to an impasse. However, such domains may also require some form of 
dynamic plan modification. For example, when constructing a building, plans may 
go awry: contractors may not show up for work and time delays and cost over- 
runs may occur. As a result, plans may need to be dynamically “patched”. In re- 
sponse to these domain characteristics, COLLAGE conducts most planning in advance 
of execution. However, its architecture was designed to (eventually) accommodate 
a run-time planning capability that is based on incremental plan repair and exten- 
sion. 
COLLAGE is a descendant of the GEMPLAN planner, which also conducts localized 
planning using action-based methods [ 22-241. 3 In contrast to previous papers on GEM- 
PLAN (which focused on its formal foundation in terms of an action-based temporal 
logic), this paper provides the first in-depth description of action-based plan construc- 
tion. It also provides a complete description of COLLAGE’S localized search algorithm, 
which is much more flexible than GEMPLAN’S, allowing for more varied search choice 
combinations, heuristic control, and a more efficient approach to maintaining search- 
space consistency. 
3 GEMPLAN also incorporated traditional state-based reasoning methods within the same architecture. 
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Six dimensions of planning 
Over the years, we have found that orienting other researchers towards our approach 
to planning can be difficult since it does not fit into a familiar niche within the plan- 
ning community. For example, most planners that use nontraditional methods of plan 
construction are reactive. In contrast, COLLAGE uses nontraditional methods of plan 
construction in a pre-planning context. Likewise, although COLLAGE uses a partitioned 
search space, it does not achieve consistency via “negotiation” (as is common in the 
distributed AI community [ 21). Rather, it uses an approach more reminiscent of work 
in distributed data bases-e.g. local changes are propagated and integrated automatically 
to affected regions. 
We have found that one successful way of explaining COLLAGE and its relationship 
to other planners has been to describe it in terms of a more generalized characterization 
of the planning process: a six-dimensional space of planning features. Each dimension 
defines a particular aspect of planning, and within each dimension is a set of possible 
approaches or issues. A specific planner embodies a set of choices made within each 
planning dimension. The field of “planning” can be defined broadly, yet concretely, as 
the cross product of these dimensions.4 
Because of its utility, we will be using this six dimensional space as a theme 
throughout this paper. While not exhaustive, each dimension description below in- 
cludes a variety of techniques that have been used by traditional and nontraditional 
planners. 5 
(1) 
(2) 
Domain and problem representation. This dimension defines how domain and 
problem information is represented. Possibilities include use of initial and goal 
states and STRIPS action descriptors, action-based constraints, or procedural de- 
scriptions. Over the years, planning researchers have addressed several topics 
relevant to this dimension. For example, are actions considered to be discrete 
or continuous? Can effects depend on whether or not actions occur in parallel? 
Are actions modeled at multiple levels of detail? Is probabilistic information or 
uncertainty about domain state or actions allowed? How does the representation 
cope with the frame problem? Is domain information partitioned or modular- 
ized? 
Plan representation. This dimension defines how plans are represented. Among 
the possibilities are partially or totally ordered sets of actions, reactive control 
rules, procedures, code, or neural nets. Some systems allow for varying “levels” 
of plan activity, the modularization of plans into plan fragments, the embedding 
of variable constraint networks and other kinds of truth maintenance structures, 
and the integration of plan justification structures. 
4 Other attempts at classifying planning techniques [41] have been driven by the lineage and features of 
existing planners rather than by a more abstract notion of what planning is in general. 
’ Note that these dimensions are not completely orthogonal to one another. For example, domain and problem 
representation will affect how plans are represented and how they are constructed. Regardless, we believe that 
each of these dimensions can be seen as distinct. In particular, each has been the focus of research that extends 
planning in a particular way. 
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(3) Plan construction method. This dimension defines how plans are constructed. 
Possibilities include algorithms based on the modal truth criterion, methods 
for combining user-defined procedures or reusing plans, plan transformation 
or compilation techniques, temporal projection, action decomposition or goal 
reduction methods, causal reasoning, constraint propagation, abduction, neural- 
net reinforcement, and domain-specific methods. Most systems utilize a sin- 
gle method, but some planners allow for mixed methods. Two issues rele- 
vant to plan construction are monotonicity (i.e. whether or not established 
properties are protected) and commitment (i.e. whether or not the method 
uxs a commit-and-backtrack or a least-commitment approach to plan construc- 
tian). 
(4) Control method. This dimension defines how plan construction is controlled- 
i.e., the method for controlling the application of plan-construction methods. 
Options include search-based, reactive, blackboard-based, or decision-theoretic 
control. In some cases, the overall control-space may be partitioned according 
to criteria such as abstraction or scope. Some control schemes are flexible and 
context-sensitive, while others are rigid. 
(5) lkne of plan construction. This dimension deals with when plan construc- 
tion methods are applied relative to plan execution and is thus linked to the 
control method. Possibilities include advance pre-planning, reactive (run-time) 
plan construction, and preplanning with some forms of reactive plan modifica- 
tion. 
(6) Relationship between planner and environment. This dimension deals with plan- 
ning autonomy-how is planning behavior affected by the user and/or environ- 
ment? In the past, most traditional AI planners have been completely autonomous. 
Reactive planners, in contrast, are intimately affected by environmental responses 
to the actions they take. Some of the most recent work in planning is focusing 
on how to learn or modify methods for plan construction and control based on 
experience and interaction with the user and environment. 
We have found that common terminological confusions can be elucidated by this 
six-dimensional characterization. For example, consider the term “nonlinear”. From a 
plan-representation viewpoint (the second dimension), nonlinearity simply means that 
a plan is a partial rather than a total ordering of actions. If a domain requires parallel 
forms of activity, the plan representation must be “nonlinear”. From the standpoint of 
plan construction (the third dimension), “nonlinearity” represents the methodological 
choice of least-commitment; i.e., rather than choosing a particular total ordering, the 
plan construction method defers that choice by using a partial-ordering. 
The following is a quick synopsis of COLLAGE in terms of the six dimensions: 
( 1) Domain and problem representation is in terms of action-bused constraints. The 
representation also includes partitioning information that localizes the semantic 
“scope” of each constraint, and a static knowledge base of propositional domain- 
related facts. 
(2) Plans are partitioned into local plan fragments, each consisting of partially or- 
dered actions and an embedded network of CSP-style binding constraints on 
action-parameter variables. 
54 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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Plan construction methods are action-based and varied-each constraint form 
is associated with its own constraint-satisfaction methods. The constraint forms 
include: action-decomposition; a variety of causal and temporal constraints; sev- 
eral different variable-binding constraint forms, including CSP-style binary and 
unary constraints, linear numeric constraints, and specialized n-ary constraints. 
Note that since our binding-constraint facility is embedded within a planner, the 
network of variables and variable-binding constraints within a plan can grow. 
COLLAGE’S ability to dynamically add variables and binding constraints is a 
unique capability for a CSP-style constraint facility. 
Control is search-based and partitioned into localized search spaces. 
Planning is performed in advance of execution. Eventually we hope to extend 
the system to allow for limited forms of run-time planning. In particular, we will 
be focused on a method of run-time action-decomposition, very similar in flavor 
to the methods used in PRS. 
Planning is, in general, autonomous. However, we also hope to eventually inte- 
grate user control into the search process and a run-time planning environment. 
rest of this paper provides a more detailed description of COLLAGE’S place 
the six dimensions. Section 2 starts with an intuitive overview of COLLAGE. 
A planning scenario is described that illustrates its two unique features: action-based 
planning and localization. Section 3 describes the underlying domain and problem rep- 
resentation in more detail. This is followed by a description of the COLLAGE plan 
representation in Section 4 and an in-depth study of the COLLAGE plan construction 
methods in Section 5. Section 6 then describes the localized search control method. It 
also provides empirical results that demonstrate the utility of localized planning, includ- 
ing a comparison of performance with that of SIPE-2 on an office-building construction 
domain [ 161. Finally we conclude in Section 7 with a discussion of current research 
with COLLAGE. Topics include the integration of run-time planning capabilities (the 
fifth dimension), user-input into the planning process (the sixth dimension), a study of 
the relationship between action-based and state-based planning, work on automatically 
generating domain localizations, and current research on web-based image-processing 
planning. 
2. A planning scenario 
Consider the following scenario, depicted in Fig. 1. Electricians and plumbers are 
assigned the task of installing sockets and faucets at various locations throughout a 
building. The building structure is described by a static data base of facts about floors 
and rooms. The data base also includes a description of where each socket or faucet is 
to be installed. The kinds of data base facts utilized are described below: 6 
(floor ?f_floor) (socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket) 
(room ?f_floor ?r_room) (faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet) 
6 The underscore notation provides the type of each variable. 
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Knowledge Base: 
(floor 1) 
(floor 2) 
(room 1 rl) 
(room 2 r2) 
(faucet rl east fl) 
(faucet r2 east Et) 
(socket rl east sl) 
(socket r2 north s2) 
(socket r2 north s3) 
1 
north 
\ 
west - 
\ 
east 
south 
r2 
rl 
Possible floor values = { 1,2) 
Possible room values = {rl, d} 
Possible wall values = {north, south, 
east, west) 
Possible socket values = (sl, s2, s3) 
Possible faucet values = (fl, f2) 
Fig. 1. Electrical/plumbing domain. 
Once the pools of electricians and plumbers are given their tasks, they must plan 
out what steps must be performed, who will perform them, and in what order. Each 
individual socket or faucet installation is composed of two steps: a “prep” action that 
prepares a wall for installation and an “insert” action that inserts the socket or faucet. In 
some cases, electrical lines must also be pulled to a wall if they are not directly available 
for that floor. In particular, electrical lines are only directly available on odd-numbered 
floors; an even-numbered floor must share the lines associated with the floor below it. 
There are also restrictions on the ordering of tasks. First, each individual contractor 
can only perform one task at a time. Second, because of safety precautions, if a socket 
and a faucet are to be installed on the same wall, preparatory plumbing work must be 
done before the preparatory electrical work. Finally, because they require “elbow” room, 
only one preparatory or line-pulling activity can be done at the same time in a given 
room. 
One thing to notice about the above description is that all of the problem requirements 
are stated directly in terms of required actions and their interrelationships rather than 
in terms of state preconditions. In our experience with realistic domains, especially 
coordination-intensive domains, people tend to think directly in terms of actions. A 
plumber thinks: “I’m going to insert this faucet, but first I have to prep the wall.” He 
or she rarely thinks: “I want to attain the state inserted-faucet, which I can achieve by 
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inserting the faucet. Before I can do the insertion, I have to attain the state prepped- 
wall, which I can achieve by prepping the wall.” Such reasoning would simply be an 
inefficient way of thinking about the world. 
One reason for this may be the limited nature of human perceptive capabilities. If 
many activities are going on in parallel, it is often easier to focus on specific actions 
and their temporal sequencing than ir is to sense the unpredictable and, in some cases, 
unobservable sequence of global domain states. Thus, intrinsically state-based rationale 
for action orderings may be left implicit; action-ordering requirements are consciously 
manipulated instead. One of the motivations behind action-based planning is that au- 
tomated planners can do what people do-simplify domain characterization and often 
optimize planning behavior by reasoning directly in terms of actions rather than state. 
The rest of this section gives a fairly high-level intuitive description of how COLLAGE 
could be utilized to approach this problem. More details and capabilities are described 
in the remainder of the paper. 
Planning as constraint satisfaction 
Each COLLAGE problem description is composed of several components, including: 
a description of the action types that can appear in a plan, a description of the various 
requirements or “constraints” that the final plan must obey, and a static knowledge base 
of facts.’ Let us assume that the data base described above has been installed as the 
knowledge base for this domain. We must next define the set of possible action types. 
Each action-type description is quite simple-it provides a name and a set of parameter 
types. Here, we use seven action types: 
:action-type 
:action-type 
:action-type 
: action-type 
:action-type 
: action-type 
:action-type 
(pull-electricity ?fromfloor_floor 
?toroom_room ?towall_wall) 
(install-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket) 
(prep-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket) 
(insert-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket) 
(install-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet) 
(prep-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet) 
(insert-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet) 
The install-socket and install-faucet action types describe high-level electri- 
cal and plumbing activities that will ultimately be decomposed--they are not themselves 
executable. For example, action (install-faucet rl east fl> would be decom- 
posed into two executable actions: (prep-faucet rl east f I> (preparing the east 
wall of room rl for insertion of faucet fl) and (insert-faucet rl east f I) (the 
insertion of faucet f 1 into that same location). 
’ Other kinds of information included in a problem description are domain- or problem-specific functions, type 
definitions (for types like room and wall), and problem partitioning information. These will be described later. 
Note that, for the remainder of this paper, we will use the terms “domain” and “problem” interchangeably. For 
each planning problem instance, COLLAGE uses a combination of domain and problem-specific information 
that is provided in different input files. COLLAGE loads all of this information before planning begins and 
thereafter does not make a distinction between the domain-specific and the problem-specific. 
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Next we must define the problem requirements. The core of a COLLAGE problem 
definition is a set of action-based constraints, which instantiate constraint forms in the 
COLLAGE constraint “library” or “language”. COLLAGE’S job is to create a plan, all of 
whose ex8ecutions satisfy all prescribed constraints. Each COLLAGE plan contains actions 
of the ty:pes provided, relations between actions, and embedded binding requirements 
on action parameter values. 
Central to COLLAGE then is the view of planning as “constraint satisfaction”. Notice 
that we utilize the term “constraint” here, not in the confined sense used within the 
CSP literature8 [ 321, but in a much broader sense. In COLLAGE, a constraint is 
any kind of requirement that the planner knows how to test and satisfy. Each of the 
COLLAGE constraint forms is associated with its own algorithms that manipulate the 
underlying COLLAGE plan representation. Although all of our current constraint forms 
are action-based, it is also our philosophy that the constraint library be heterogeneous 
and extendable; indeed, we have extended it several times to meet the needs of our 
application domains. We have found that providing a diverse library of constraint forms 
allows the user to choose the most natural and efficient constraint form for expressing 
each domain requirement. 
Each COLLAGE constraint form is associated with three types of information that, 
together, operationalize the semantic truth criterion for that form: a check method, a 
set of $x methods, and an activator set (along with an initial activation setting). Each 
constraim instance inherits and instantiates the methods and activation information of its 
constraint form. 
The role of a check method for a constraint C is to test whether a given plan satisfies 
C. The check method returns a set of bugs or violation descriptors that describe the 
ways in which C is violated. Each of these bugs may then be tackled by a fix method, 
which specifies how to augment the plan so that C is satisfied (for that bug). Fixes may 
add new actions, relations between actions, or parameter binding requirements into the 
plan; thus, they represent COLLAGE’S repertoire of plan construction methods. 
The role of a constraint C’s activator set is to indicate whether C is potentially vio- 
lated; the initial activation setting states whether C is active (potentially violated) when 
planning begins. Each activator describes the kinds of plan modifications (typically, 
the addit:lon of certain types of actions) that can possibly violate C. The activator set 
for a constraint is based on its semantics and is designed to be conservative-i.e. each 
constraint should be activated at least as often as it needs to be, though perhaps more so. 
Activators are utilized in a “bottom-up” fashion, activating constraints in response 
to low-level plan modifications. For example, if a constraint C should be activated by 
the addition of any action of type A, then C will be activated exactly when such an 
action instance is added into the plan. Rather than being checked and fixed immediately, 
however, activated constraints are placed onto a constraint agenda. They are then se- 
lected from this agenda at an appropriate time in the planning process. A constraint is 
deactivated only after all its bugs have been fixed and if it has not subsequently become 
reactivated since the last time it was checked. Note that for most of the COLLAGE 
constraint forms (with one exception), the planning process is monotonic with respect 
* A “CSP constraint” is a required relationship between variables that constrains variable values. 
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Choose active constraint C 
Fig. 2. Constraint satisfaction search. 
to each bug fix. That is, once a particular bug is fixed in a particular plan, it will remain 
fixed in all extensions of that plan. However, planning is not monotonic with respect 
to constraints themselves. That is, as a plan is extended, new bugs may emerge for a 
constraint C, even though C might have already been considered. 
Once specified, COLLAGE utilizes constraint activations to drive planning search. In- 
stead of backward- or forward-chaining on goals and preconditions, COLLAGE searches 
a constraint satisfaction search space (see Fig. 2). Each node in the space is associated 
with a plan constructed up to that point in the search. The search process cycles through 
the following steps: choose an activated constraint and apply the constraint check; if 
the constraint is not satisfied, choose a bug from the set of constraint bugs; choose and 
apply a fix, yielding a new plan and, possibly, newly activated constraints. At this point, 
remaining bugs might be tackled or the set of active constraints might be reconsidered- 
COLLAGE does the former by default. Notice that the order in which constraints are 
tackled along a particular search path will affect the form of the emerging plan. This is 
true because the nature of a plan fix will often depend on the form of the plan to which 
it is being applied.9 
Classical planning may be seen as a specialized instance of COLLAGE’S constraint- 
satisfaction approach to planning. In a classical framework, the only “constraint form” 
is the achievement of a state-based condition, either at the end of the plan (a goal) 
or prior to a particular action (a precondition). All “checks” and “fixes” are based on 
a single truth criterion-the modal truth criterion-and utilize the methods of promo- 
tion, demotion, separation, and achievement. All “bugs” are violations of the modal 
‘) Also note that it is possible to devise problem descriptions that result in infinite loops-e.g. two constraints 
may repeatedly activate one another by adding new actions into the plan. However, similar degenerate situations 
can also occur in a traditional planning framework if action descriptors are constructed so that preconditions 
and effects mutually create a cycle. We do not currently detect such cycles in COLLAGE, but it would 
certainly be easy to do so. Indeed, the potential for such cycling could be detected via a simple static analysis 
of the activator sets for the prescribed constraints. 
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truth criterion-outstanding goals or preconditions that must be established. Rather than 
searching through a space focused on constraint-bug violations, a traditional planner 
chains on goals and preconditions. Justification structures employed by traditional plan- 
ners provide a way of monitoring potential constraint violations, much like COLLAGE’S 
activators. 
The bra.nching factors in COLLAGE’S search space include the set of activated con- 
straints, the set of bugs, and the set of possible fixes to satisfy a bug. There are also 
choice points within a fix-i.e. there may be several possible ways to repair a bug within 
the context of a specific fix. In principle, all choice points within this search space are 
fully backtrackable. to However, there are various practical restrictions that we have 
placed, by default, on the completeness of this space. In our experience thus far, these 
restrictions have not been problematic as far as planning functionality, though they have 
certainly been instrumental in achieving planning efficiency. A more complete descrip- 
tion of the COLLAGE search mechanism and further discussion of COLLAGE’S default 
restrictions on search completeness is provided in Section 6. Our continued description 
of the planning scenario will further clarify COLLAGE’S use of constraints, bugs, and 
activations. 
Scenario constraints 
Our sample problem will be used to illustrate several of the COLLAGE constraint 
forms. The most basic is the action constraint. It is used to ensure that particular actions 
(typically, high-level actions) are present in the plan. Thus, it is usually used to express 
problem-specific “goals”. Each action constraint provides a set of action descriptors 
Al,...,An. ” The constraint is satisfied if, for each Ai, there exists some action in the 
plan that matches Ai. The check for an action constraint tests to see if such actions 
are present, and the fixes make sure they are, either by adding new actions into the 
plan or by adding parameter binding requirements that ensure that an existing action 
matches an action descriptor. Since they are COLLAGE’S way of expressing goals, all 
action constraints are active when planning begins. Once satisfied, they can never be 
reactivated. 
For this, domain, we make use of two action constraints (provided below)-one for 
inserting high-level plumbing activities and the other for inserting high-level electrical 
activities. Notice the use of constraint labels. These are used here merely for exposition 
purposes. However, labels can be used in COLLAGE to enhance trace output and to 
define constraint-ordering heuristics. The two action constraints below also illustrate the 
use of constraint conditionalization, which is described in detail in Section 5. For now, 
it is enough to understand that a constraint is applied for each individual situation in 
which its condition is true. For example, for the first constraint, COLLAGE will find 
“‘Note that constraint activations are stored in a plan-relative fashion, enabling old activations to be recon- 
sidered upon backtracking to an old node (i.e. an old plan). 
” An action descriptor is similar to an action-type description but can have instantiated parameters. For 
example, the action descriptor (install-faucet rl ?w-wall ?f -faucet) matches any install-faucet 
action for room rl. 
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all faucet facts in the knowledge base and, for each fact, will add a corresponding 
install-faucet action into the plan. 
:constraint 
(action 
:label add-faucet 
:condition ((fact (faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet))) 
:actions ((install-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet))) 
:constraint 
(action 
:label add-socket 
:condition ((fact (socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket))) 
:actions ((install-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket))) 
The action constraints above will be the only constraints active when planning be- 
gins. After they are applied, all high-level install-faucet and install-socket 
actions will be in the plan. The next step is to decompose these actions into low 
level actions. This can be accomplished using a decompose constraint, which is similar 
to a hierarchical task network mechanism. The following provides two simple exam- 
ples: 
:constraint (I> 
(decompose 
:label decompose-faucet 
:action (install-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet) 
:decompositions 
((:subactions 
((prep-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet) 
(insert-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet)) 
:relations 
((before 
(prep-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet) 
(insert-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall ?f_faucet>>>>>> 
:constraint (2) 
(decompose 
:label decompose-socket 
:action (install-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket) 
:decompositions 
((:subactions 
((prep-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket) 
(insert-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket)) 
:relations 
((before 
(prep-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket) 
(insert-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket>>>>>> 
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(install-faucet rl east fl) (install-eocket rl mast ~1) 
(4) 
(prep-faucet r1 east fl) - (Prep-socket rl east ~11 
(insert-faucet rl east fl) (insert-socket rl east al) 
(p?ZED-faUCe!t ,?2 east fa) - (FreD-SWk.3’2 tZ north 82, - 
(5) 
(DreP-Socket r2 noxth 63) 
r1A (2) i 
(5) 
(2)I 
“1 
(insert-faucet r2 east f2) (insert-socket r2 north 82) (insert-socket r2 north 83) 
Coflsfrainf Label Temporal Relation Label 
deCOmD08e-faUCet (1) 
decomose-mcket 12) 
add-pull-electricity (3) 
plulnbing-before- 
electricity (4) 
.ZllWW-rO~ (5) 
e-total-order (6) 
Assuming: 
Socket sl and ~2 are completely installed by electricanl 
Electricity is palled aad 
socket ~3 is completely installed by electrician 2 
Faucet fl is completely installed by plumber1 
Faucet i2 is completely installed by plumber2 
Fig. 3. Scenario plan. 
A decompose constraint is activated by the addition of a high-level action matching 
the descriptor provided in the : action slot of its constraint description. Each time 
such an action is added into the plan, the constraint will be activated and its fix will 
cause it to be decomposed into subactions of the types prescribed. The fix also adds 
in any required relations between these subactions. Finally, COLLAGE will calculate 
the set of first-subactions and last-subactions in the partial order defined by this set 
of relations (i.e. those which have no predecessors and successors, respectively). The 
planner will then ensure that these first-subactions and last-subactions are properly 
related to other actions in the plan. For example, if (a -> b) is in a plan l2 and 
action b is decomposed to include first-subaction f, then (a -> f > would be added 
into the plan as well. In practice, decompose constraints can be much more complex 
than the examples above. Several alternative decompositions can be provided, each 
applicable under a specified condition and each associated with additional parameter 
binding requirements. 
After applying the two decompose constraints, most low level actions will have been 
added into our growing plan. (A final plan for this problem is depicted in Fig. 3. l3 ) 
I2 For claritv we use the infix form (a -> b) in this paper to denote COLLAGE’s temporal relation (before . . 
a b). 
13Each plarl relation is labeled by the constraint that caused it to he added. As will he described later, this 
overall plan actually reflects the composition of several regional subplans. 
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The one exception is pull-electricity actions. Such actions are a prerequisite to 
prep-socket actions-but only on even-numbered floors. This requirement can be 
described using the conditionalized tempbefore constraint provided below. l4 Tempbe- 
fore constraints provide much of the expressive functionality that preconditions do in 
traditional planning frameworks. 
: constraint (3) 
(tempbef ore 
:label add-pull-electricity 
:condition ((fact (socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket)) 
(fact (room ?f_floor ?r_room)) 
(test (even ?f_floor)) 
(make ?from_floor (- ?f_floor I>>> 
:actions ((pull-electricity ?from_floor ?r_room ?w_wall) 
(prep-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket))) 
Each tempbefore constraint provides two action descriptors, A and B, and is activated 
by the addition of actions matching B (in this case, prep-socket actions). The con- 
straint then assures that, for each action of type B, some corresponding action of type A 
is in the plan that temporally precedes it. It utilizes two kinds of fixes: if an existing A 
action already exists in the plan that can be used, it will be; otherwise, a new A action 
will be added. For example, since there are two sockets to be installed in the north wall 
of room r2, the same pull-electricity action can be used for both prep-socket 
actions. 
The remainder of our scenario requirements deal with action orderings rather than the 
addition of new actions into the plan. The first requirement we will consider involves the 
interaction between prep-faucet and prep-socket activities at the same wall. It is 
interesting because it does not embody the traditional form of precondition relationship 
between actions that requires particular activities to be present in the plan; it merely 
states that if prep-faucet and prep-socket activities occur at the same wall, they 
must be ordered in a specific way. We can express this using an all-match-precede 
constraint: 
: constraint 
(all-match-precede 
:label plumbing-before-electricity 
:actions ((prep-faucet ?r_room ?w_wall 
(prep-socket ?r_room ?w_wall 
(4) 
?f_faucet) 
?s_socket))) 
Each all-match-precede constraint provides two action descriptors, A and B, and is 
activated by the addition of actions that match either descriptor. For each action b of 
type B, the constraint assures that all matching actions of type A precede 6. 
I4 A test expression tests a supplied boolean function. A make expression creates a new variable, set to the 
value returned by an evaluated expression. 
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One interesting thing to notice is that our tempbefore constraint, add-pull- 
electricity, could have been stated by combining an action constraint with an all- 
match-precede constraint: 
:constraint 
(action 
:condition ((fact (socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket)) 
(fact (room ?f_floor ?r_room)) 
(test (even ?f _f loor)) 
(make ?from_floor (- ?f_floor I>>> 
:actions ((pull-electricity ?from_floor ?r_room ?w_wall))> 
:constraint 
(all-match-precede 
:actions ((pull-electricity ?from_floor ?r_room ?w_wall) 
(prep-socket ?r_room ?w_wall ?s_socket))) 
In this -Formulation, the action constraint adds in any necessary pull-electricity 
actions and the all-match-precede constraint orders them with respect to prep-socket 
actions. These two approaches to describing the same requirement can be distinguished 
by the amount of constraint activation each yields during planning. The tempbefore 
constraint will be activated only by prep-socket actions and will be applied only 
for sockets on even-numbered floors. The second formulation involves two constraints 
instead of one. The all-match-precede constraint is activated by both pull-electricity 
and prep-socket actions and is applied with respect to all prep-socket actions. 
(Admittedly, the all-match-precede constraint could also have been conditionalized, but 
at added eapense.) As a result, our first formulation in terms of the tempbefore constraint 
is probabl,y more efficient. 
The last constraint form we will illustrate is the pattern constraint, which can be 
used to express the two remaining requirements. Each pattern constraint provides a 
set of action descriptors and a regular expression. The constraint collects all actions 
that match the descriptors and make sure that they satisfy the provided expression. For 
example, ,the constraint below assures that all “prep” activities as well as electrical- 
pulling activities for the same room are totally ordered. The regular expression utilized 
has the folrm (x+y+z) *->-i.e. zero or more repetitions of an x or y or z, where each 
action temporally precedes its successor in the sequence. Thus, any total ordering of 
actions of these types will satisfy the pattern. The rebind portion of the pattern below 
states which parameter variables can be rebound each time around a loop (in this case, 
any variable except ?r-room). 
: con,straint (5) 
(p<3ttern 
:label elbow-room 
:condition ((room ?f_floor ?r_room)) 
:actions ((pull-electricity ?from_floor ?r_room ?wl_wall) 
(prep-socket ?r_room ?w2_wall ?s_socket) 
(prep-faucet ?r_room ?w3_wall ?f_faucet)) 
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: regexp 
(((pull-electricity ?from_floor ?r_room ?wl_wall) + 
(prep-socket ?r_room ?w2_wall ?s_socket) + 
(prep-faucet ?r_room ?w3_wall ?f_faucet))*-> 
[rebind ?wl_wall ?w2_wall ?w3_wall ?s_socket ?f_faucetl)) 
Localization 
Our last requirement mandates that each contractor perform only one task at a time. 
However, in our formulation thus far, no mention of contractors has even been made! Of 
course, each of the low-level action types could have been associated with a contractor 
parameter. COLLAGE binding requirements (to be described later in this paper) could 
be used to control the assignment of these parameters and thus the assignment of tasks 
to specific contractors. A pattern constraint could then be used to order the activities 
associated with each contractor, just as the constraint above orders activities within each 
room. 
Another approach to modeling contractors, however, is to use localization to partition 
the growing plan into distinct regions of activity. In particular, we could create a distinct 
region of activity for each individual contractor. The addition of actions into these 
regions would model the assignment of activities to specific contractors. Localization 
also enables constraints to be applied only to specific portions of the plan-those within 
a particular region. A pattern constraint associated with a particular contractor region 
would be applied only to activities associated with that contractor. To illustrate this 
approach, we begin with a discussion of localization in general. 
As we have described, COLLAGE searches a constraint-satisfaction search space. 
However, rather than searching a single space that finds a global plan satisfying all 
constraints, COLLAGE searches a set of smaller spaces, each devoted to constructing a 
plan fragment that satisfies a subset of the constraints. This partitioning of the space 
is determined by information (provided in the problem specification) that clusters or 
“localizes” the overall set of action-type descriptions and constraints into sets called 
regions. Each region contains a set of action types, constraints, and subregions. A 
problem’s regional structure may take on nearly any desired form; regions may be 
disjoint, form hierarchies, or may even share subregions. The only restriction is that 
the region-subregion relationships form a directed acyclic graph (DAG). COLLAGE 
creates a planning space for each region R that is focused on constructing a region 
plan fragment, PlanR, containing actions of the types in R or any of R’s descendant 
regions. At the end of planning, all possible executions of Plum must satisfy all of R’s 
constraints. 
Search control for the regions comprising a problem is governed by a suite of agendas. 
Within each region, activated constraints are placed on a constraint agenda and later 
handled by the region search mechanism (see Fig. 4). A region agenda is used to 
regulate control flow between regions. It keeps track of which regions have been activated 
for further planning (i.e. which regions have active constraints) and decides which region 
will be searched at each point in time. Both of these agendas may be associated with 
heuristics that determine the order in which activated constraints and regions are chosen. 
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Fig. 4. Localized search architecture. 
Since regions may share subregions (and thus, region plans may share subregion 
plans), plan changes made by a fix in one region may activate constraints in several 
other regions. As a result, planning will typically flow back and forth between regions, 
necessitating careful consistency maintenance among the regional planning spaces. A 
third comistency agenda keeps track of which plan changes must be propagated to 
which regions. When search transfers to a regional search space, all outstanding con- 
sistency operations for that region are handled before commencing search. Likewise, 
upon completing a search fragment for a region R, changes to PlanR are posted to the 
consistency agenda for later incorporation by all regions that could be affected by R. 
COLLAGE'S consistency maintenance algorithms are described in Section 6. 
In practice, the localization structure chosen for a domain is influenced by domain- 
dependent features such as its physical structure, its functional components, its agents 
or proces,ses, its temporal compartments (e.g., days or weeks), or levels of abstraction. 
Indeed, all of these criteria for partitioning can be combined within a single problem 
description. However, the fundamental criterion for localization is the relevance of con- 
straints to particular portions of the plan. In particular, a valid localization is one that 
will cause each domain constraint to be applied to at least all those activities it is 
relevant t,o. 
Localization has several benefits and some pitfalls. These are discussed in detail in 
Section 6.4. In general, a good localization must strike a balance between increased par- 
titioning (fine-tuning the applicability of constraints) and increased consistency main- 
tenance c:osts that result from region interaction. Indeed, the challenges of localized 
planning are similar to those faced by distributed data bases. Both tasks must determine 
how to partition information and both must ensure that this information is kept globally 
consistent. 
Return.ing now to our scenario, let us assume that the problem has been defined with 
the region structure depicted in Fig. 5 in both Venn-diagram and “DAG” form. Each 
region is depicted by a box containing its associated action types and the labels of its 
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Region/Subregion Structure: 
electrical electrical-plumbing 
electrician1 electrician2 plumber1 plumber2 
electrical 
Action Types: 
install-socket 
Constraints: 
add-socket 
decompose-socket 
add-pull-electricity 
electrician1 
Action Types: 
pull-electricity 
prep-socket 
insert-socket 
Consrmirtfs: 
e-total-order 
r 
L 
plumbing 
Action Types: 
install-faucet 
Conslrainfs: 
add-faucet 
decompose-faucet 
plumber1 
Action Types: 
prep-faucet 
insert-faucet 
Constraints: 
p-total-order 
Consrraints: 
plumbing-before-electricity 
elbow-room 
electrical-plumbing 
Fig. 5. Scenario region structure. 
associated constraints. The electrical and plumbing regions are concerned, respec- 
tively, with the electrical and plumbing portions of the plan. The constraints dealing with 
electrical-plumbing interactions are associated with region electrical-plumbing. The 
contractor regions include the executable action types as well as the pattern constraints 
provided below that guarantee that each individual contractor’s activities are totally or- 
dered. Note that these constraints will only be applied locally, within the context of each 
individual electrician or plumber region. 
: constraint 
(pattern 
:label p-total-order 
:actions ((prep-faucet ?rl_room ?wl_wall ?fi_faucet) 
(insert-faucet ?r2_room ?w2_wall ?f2_faucet)) 
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: r egexp 
(((prep-faucet ?ri_room ?wl_wall ?fl_faucet) + 
(insert-faucet ?r2_room ?w2_wall ?f2_faucet))*-> 
[rebind ?rl_room ?r2_room ?wl_wall ?w2_wall 
?f 1-f aucet ?f 2-f aucetl ) ) 
: con.straint (6) 
(pattern 
:label e-total-order 
:actions ((pull-electricity ?f_floor ?ri_room ?wl_wall) 
(prep-socket ?r2_room ?w2_wall ?s2_socket) 
(insert-socket ?r3_room ?w3_wall ?s3_socket)) 
: regexp 
(((pull-electricity ?f_floor ?rl_room ?wi_wall) + 
(prep-socket ?r2_room ?w2_wall ?s2_socket) + 
(insert-socket ?r3_room ?w3_wall ?s3_socket))*-> 
[rebind ?f _f 1 oor ?rl_room ?r2_room ?r3_room 
?wi_wall ?w2_wall ?w3_wall 
?s2_socket ?s3_socket])) 
As stated earlier, note how localization can serve as a mechanism for resource alloca- 
tion. For instance, each time the decompose-faucet constraint is applied in plumbing, 
low-1eveI plumbing subactions must be added to some region plan within plumbing that 
includes those low-level action types-i.e., one of the two plumber regions. If COLLAGE 
chooses to add a prep-faucet action to plumberi, it essentially allocates plumber1 
to that task. In our domain scenario, the form of the final plan assumes that: sockets sl 
and s2 are installed by electriciani; electricity is pulled and socket s3 is installed 
by electrician2; faucet f I is installed by plumberi; and faucet f2 is installed by 
plumber:!. 
3. Domain and problem representation 
We now describe the building blocks of COLLAGE in a more detailed manner. We 
begin with the first dimension of the planning spectrum-domain and problem repre- 
sentation. 
3.1. Region types, regions, and the knowledge base 
Each COLLAGE problem description is composed of a knowledge base, a set of 
region type de$nitions, which collectively define and partition the action-type descrip- 
tions and constraints of the problem, and a set of regions that instantiate these region 
types. 
Problem = (KnowledgeBase, RegionTypes, Regions). 
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KnowledgeBase consists of type definitions and domain-specific facts and functions. 
KnowledgeBase = (Types, Facts, Functions), 
The type definitions in Types include those for action parameter types and as well as the 
parameter types of facts in KnowledgeBase-e.g., the types room and wall used in our 
scenario. Facts consists of a set of propositions that describe static domain-specific (and 
problem-specific) information. For example, in the scenario and in our office building 
domain, Facts includes information about the structure of the building to be constructed. 
Functions is a set of domain-specific functions. As we have already shown, both facts 
and functions can be used to conditionalize the application of domain constraints. They 
can also be used to define parameter binding requirements. As a result, extensions or 
modifications to KnowledgeBase (e.g., by domain experts such as building contractors) 
can play an important role in determining the actual course of the planning process. 
The core of a problem description is RegionTypes. Each region type definition is 
associated with a unique name and a set of action type descriptions and constraints. 
RegionType = (Name, ActionTypes, Constraints), 
An action-type description simply provides a name and set of parameter types. 
ActionType = (Name, ParameterTypes). 
Several examples of action types were provided in the previous section. Consider another 
example, taken from an actual office building domain we have worked with: 
:action-type (build-column ?f_floor ?c_coord) 
Each build-column action instance represents the act of building a structural column 
on a particular floor at a specified coordinate location. The types floor and coord are 
defined in Types within KnowledgeBase. 
The kinds of parameter types allowed in COLLAGE are quite varied. They may be 
enumerable or non-enumerable (e.g., numeric) and may also be structured-i.e. they 
may be composed of sub-parameters tructured into lists or records. For instance, the type 
definitions for floor and coord are provided below. Floor is a simple integer-valued 
type. A coord parameter is composed of two pieces of substructure-an x and a y value 
for a grid coordinate. In this case, the subslots x and y are modeled as “integer” symbols 
(rather than as true integers), which limits the treatment that COLLAGE will allow for 
them-for example, they cannot take part in numeric relations. COLLAGE’S treatment 
of parameter variables and its facility for imposing parameter binding requirements are 
described in greater detail in Section 4.2.4. 
(def-var-type floor 
:supertype integer 
: enumerable nil 
:structured nil) 
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(def -var-type coord 
: enumerable nil 
: structured t 
:slots ((x int) (y int>>> 
(def -var-type int 
:supertype symbol 
: enumerable nil 
:structured nil) 
Each constraint form in the COLLAGE library is associated with a set of expected 
instantiation-parameters called slofs. A particular constraint C is defined by supply- 
ing the name of its constraint form and the slot values that instantiate this form. 
C may also be associated with a condition that defines the contexts in which C is 
to be applied, and a set of binding requirements to be imposed upon variables used 
within C. 
C = (ConstraintFormName, ConstraintFormSlots, Condition, BindingReq). 
In Section 5 we provide a full description of each constraint form, including its instanti- 
ation slots, semantic truth criterion, activator set, and implementation in terms of checks 
and fixes. Several examples of constraints were also provided in Section 2. 
The portion of Problem used to define COLLAGE’S region search spaces is Regions- 
the region-type instances. There may be many instances of each region type; region 
instances may even be generated dynamically during the planning process. Collectively, 
a domain’s regions contain all of the action-type descriptions and all of the constraints 
associated: with the domain and problem to be satisfied. 
Formally, a region R is defined by a unique region name, the name of its region type, 
and a set of subregions. As we will discuss in the next section, a region’s constraints 
will be applied only to activity within that region or activity within its subregions. Each 
region definition may also include a set of region-generator descriptors that are used 
for generating new subregions during planning. These generated regions are added into 
Subregions dynamically. 
R = (RegionName, RegionTypeName, Subregions, SubregionGenerators). 
If Sub E Subregions, we say that subregion( R, Sub) holds. In this paper, we also use a 
descendant relation between regions, which is the transitive closure of subregion. The 
notation a’esc* (R) denotes the set of regions composed of R and its descendants. Notice 
that the subregion relation for each COLLAGE domain must form a DAG-no circular 
ancestral relationships between regions can be formed, but regions can be shared by 
more than one parent. This DAG structure may evolve during planning, as regions are 
generated. 
As a simple example, consider the following fragment from one of our office building 
domain diascriptions (constraints have been elided). Fig. 6 depicts the subregion rela- 
tion defined by this domain description. Its regional structure will cause column-beam- 
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column-beam-nexus 
’ \ll-beams all-columns 
genrrctted .... 
IVfiiOllS / 
peruted .... 
\ rqiorrs 
column-builder1 . . . . beam-builder1 . . . 
Fig. 6. A simple region structure. 
nexus constraints to be applied to all activity within all-beams and all-columns, 
which includes all activity within generated beam-builder and column-builder re- 
gions. These regions may be generated in response to constraints that require the 
addition of new build-beam and build-column actions. Thus, beam-builder and 
column-builder regions may be viewed as resources, much like the contractor regions 
described in our scenario. 
/* REGION TYPES */ 
(def-region-type column-builder-type 
:action-type (build-column ?f_floor ?c_coord)) 
/* Includes constraints pertaining to individual column 
builders */ 
(def-region-type beam-builder-type 
:action-type (build-beam ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c2_coord)) 
/* Includes constraints pertaining to individual beam 
builders */ 
(def-region-type all-columns-type) 
/* Includes constraints pertaining to ALL column-builder 
actions */ 
(def-region-type all-beams-type) 
/* Includes constraints pertaining to ALL beam-builder 
actions */ 
(def-region-type column-beam-nexus-type) 
/* Includes constraints relating ALL column-builder and 
beam-builder actions */ 
/* REGIONS */ 
(defregion (all-columns all-columns-type) 
zsubregion 
(:generate (column-builder column-builder-type 
:limit max-number-of-column-builders))) 
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(defregion (all-beams all-beams-type) 
:subregion 
(:generate (beam-builder beam-builder-type 
:limit max-number-of-beam-builders))) 
71 
(defregion (column-beam-nexus column-beam-nexus-type) 
:subregion all-columns 
:subregion all-beams) 
3.2. Constraint localization 
Given a non-partitioned domain representation containing only ActionTypes and Con- 
straints, the task of a planner can be simply defined: 
In a 
Find a plan, Plan, containing instances of the action types in ActionTypes, all of 
whose possible executions satisfy all constraints in Constraints. 
localized reasoning framework, the planning task is similar but partitioned: l5 
For each region R in Regions, find a plan PlanR containing instances of Actions- 
Type,sD for any D in desc*( R), all of whose possible executions satisfy all 
constraints in ConstraintsR. 
That is, each region must construct a region plan consisting of actions within that region 
or its subregions that satisfies the region’s constraints. 
Intuitively, COLLAGE may be viewed as a set of planners, each building the portion 
of the overall plan associated with a particular region, and all linked together as dictated 
by the subregion relationship between regions. COLLAGE creates a reasoning framework 
for each Iregion R consisting of a planning search tree, SearchTreeR, and a constraint 
agenda, AgendaR, that controls how SearchTreeR is searched. SearchTreeR is concerned 
with building a plan, PlanR, that satisfies COnStraintsR. PlanR may Only include ZtCtiOIIS 
that are instances of types associated with R or R’s descendant regions. These actions 
form the application “scope” of all constraints in ConstraintsR. 
The details of the COLLAGE plan representation are provided in Section 4. Like the 
search space, the overall plan is partitioned into region plan fragments. For instance, in 
the example depicted in Fig. 6, the plan for region column-beam-nexus will consist of 
three plan fragments: the plan fragment associated directly with column-beam-nexus 
and the two plans associated with all-columns and all-beams. These two plans will 
then include the plans for generated column-builder and beam-builder regions. One 
consequence of plan partitioning is that region search trees may be jointly constructing 
shared plain fragments. For example, if two regions Rl and R2 share a common subregion 
S, PlanRl and PlanR2 will share Plans. One of the tasks of the localized search algorithm 
(described in Section 6) is to maintain overall plan consistency in the face of plan 
partitioning and sharing. 
“We use the notation XR to denote information of type X associated with region R. 
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As we have already indicated, the localization structure defined by the subregion 
relation defines the semantic “scope of applicability” of region constraints. Given a 
localization, COLLAGE will enforce each constraint with respect to its corresponding 
portion of the plan. As a consequence, the fundamental criterion for choosing a particular 
domain localization is the relevance of constraints to portions of the plan. A semantically 
valid localization is one that applies each constraint to at Zeast all actions relevant to 
that constraint. Stated more formally, if constraint C is associated with region R and 
ActionTypes, is the set of action types that are truly relevant to C, then the following 
must be true: 
ActionTypesc  U ActionTypes,. 
DEdesc*(R) 
Notice that a valid localization may allow constraints to be applied to actions that are 
irrelevant to it. Expanding the scope of applicability of a constraint may be motivated 
by a desire to reduce regional sharing and consistency maintenance costs. For instance, 
in the example described above, if Plans forms the bulk of both &nRl and PlanR2, it 
may be cost-effective to collapse regions Rl, R2, and S together into a single region 
containing all their action types and constraints. Such a collapse will not cause a lack of 
correctness-it will simply cause some constraints to be tested with respect to irrelevant 
portions of the plan. 
4. Plan representation 
Each COLLAGE plan is a complex data structure consisting of several types of in- 
formation. In this section we describe how plans are partitioned according to region 
structure as well as the various kinds of information that can be found in a plan. 
4. I. Plan structure 
Given a region R with subregions Sl, . . . , Sn (which may be static or dynamically 
generated), PlanR will have the following form: 
A plan for a region R includes a local plan, ~calPlanR, consisting of information 
associated directly with R, and plans for each of its subregions. Note that each Plansi 
will include a local plan and plans for each of Si’s subregions. Thus, &nR can be 
viewed as a set of local plans, one for R and one for each of R’s descendant regions. 
All plan information is stored in the local plan of some region. When a fix needs 
to add new information into a plan (e.g., an action, relation, or binding requirement), 
COLLAGE must decide which region’s local plan to associate this information with. 
This decision is critical, since where information is stored will determine which regions 
have access to it. COLLAGE takes the following approach. When reasoning within the 
framework of region R, store any new piece of plan information within the local plan of 
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Rl Relation: (c -> d) 
/\ 
Relation: (6 -> c) R2 R3 Action Types: D 
/\ 
Action: d 
Action Types: A,B R4 
Actions: a, b 
Relation: (a -> b) 
R5 
Action Types: C 
Action: c 
Fig. 7. Plan structure. 
the “lowest” or “smallest” region (or, in some cases, regions) within R that can contain 
the information. This strategy enables all plan information to be visible to all relevant 
regions. One corollary of this strategy is that each action instance is stored in the local 
plan of the region that contains that action’s type definition. 
As an example, consider the localization depicted in Fig. 7, consisting of five regions 
Rl,... , h!5. Regions R3, R4, and R5 are associated with action-type definitions. Suppose 
that a fix associated with a constraint in RI needs to add four new actions (a, b , c , d) and 
three new temporal relations ((a -> b) , (b -> c> , (c -> d)) into PlunRl. Since 
actions a and b are instances of action types in region R4, they are associated with 
LocalPlanR4. Similarly, c is added to L.ocalPlanRS and d is added to L.ocalPlanR~. Given 
this locahzation structure, the relation (a -> b) will be associated with LocalPlanw 
However, since R2 is the nearest common ancestor of R4 and R5, (b -> c> will be 
added to LocalPlanR:!. Similarly, (c -> d) will be added to LocalPlanRl. 
The strategy of storing plan information as locally as possible also increases the need 
for consistency maintenance. For example, if R4 is a descendant of some other region 
R6 not depicted in the figure, the plan information stored in LocalPlanR4 will also be 
part of R&R& Thus, reasoning within Rl may result in the addition of information 
to LocalPlanR4 and, ultimately, that change will have to propagate to RlUnR6 and to 
any other plan that contains LucalPlanR4. This process is described in further detail in 
Section 6. 
4.2. Plan content 
Each local plan in COLLAGE may contain several different kinds of information: 
actions, relations between actions, and binding requirements on action parameters. This 
section describes this plan content in more detail. 
4.2.1. Actions 
The most basic piece of plan information is an action instance. Each action is a unique 
object consisting of a name and a set of typed parameter objects. Every parameter object 
is associated with a type and is classified as simple or structured (composed of subsidiary 
parameter objects). For instance, in the office building domain, a floor parameter is 
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a simple object; a coord parameter is structured and is composed of simple x and y 
objects of type int. At its time of creation, each simple parameter object must either 
be assigned a constant value or be defined as a variable object. During the course 
of planning, variable objects may be associated with a set of possible values as well 
as any binding requirements that apply to it. The permissible forms of these binding 
requirements and the representation used for possible value assignments will depend on 
the variable type. 
For example, consider an action instance 
(build-column i-floor {2_int 2_int}_coord). 
This action represents the act of building a column for floor 1 at coordinate (2,2). 
Another action instance might be 
(build-column F-floor {Lint 2_int}_coord). 
This represents the act of building a column at coordinate (1,2). However, the floor 
variable object, F, may not yet be bound to a distinct value. 
COLLAGE actions themselves may be classified as atomic or nonatomic. Ontologi- 
tally, atomic actions represent discrete instants or points in time and nonatomic actions 
represent intervals of time. During planning, nonatomic actions are decomposed into 
subactions, which may be either atomic or nonatomic. Each nonatomic action is as- 
sociated with at least one distinguished first-subaction and at least one distinguished 
last-subaction. These first- and last-subactions are computed from the set of subactions 
and subaction interrelationships associated with a nontomic action’s decomposition. Al- 
though our logic of actions is point-based, nonatomic actions can be viewed and utilized 
as intervals since their first- and last-subactions can be interrelated to emulate any of 
Allen’s interval relations between actions [ 1,221. 
4.2.2. Action decomposition relations 
When a nonatomic action is decomposed into subactions (via the application of a de- 
compose constraint), information about action/subaction relationships must be recorded. 
Rather than removing a nonatomic action from a plan and replacing it with its subac- 
tions, COLLAGE retains all nonatomic actions within a plan and additionally stores 
information about the hierarchical relationship between actions and their subactions. In 
particular, two types of information are stored: ( 1) Relations of form (subaction ?ac- 
tion ?subaction) ; and (2) Relations of form (jirstsubaction ?action ?subaction) and 
(lastsubaction ?action ?subaction), calculated from the partial order defined within a 
decomposition. 
By retaining actions at all levels of detail within a plan, constraints can be applied to 
actions at mixed-levels of detail. For instance, in building construction domains, high- 
level plumbing activities may be temporally related to low-level electrical activities. 
Often, action/subaction boundaries can be used as criteria for creating abstraction- 
based localizations. For example, high-level actions may be associated with higher-level 
regions within the localization structure, with low-level actions associated with lower- 
level subregions. The relationship between localization and abstraction is discussed 
further at the end of Section 6.4.1 and in [ 291. 
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4.2.3. Temporal, causal, simultaneity, and ahtafrow relations 
Besides, decomposition relations, there are four other types of relations that can exist 
between actions: I6 
l Temporal relations. The presence of a temporal relation (al -> a2) between 
two actions al and a2 indicates that al must occur before a2. This relation is 
transitive and thus propagates widely within a plan. Rather than inferring temporal 
precedence, however, COLLAGE maintains full, explicit temporal closure within 
each region plan and performs this closure incrementally. As a result, precedence 
relationships between actions can be determined by a single plan look-up. Our 
experience with COLLAGE has shown that the cost of temporal closure maintenance 
is mitigated by the fact that this closure is only performed on a regional basis rather 
than with respect to a full global plan. These locally closed regional “islands” are 
similar to Allen’s reference intervals [ 11. 
l Causal relations. The relation (al N> a21 indicates that al causes or “en- 
ables” a2. In our ontology, causality implies temporal precedence: (al N> a2) > 
(al -> a2). This implicant (the temporal relation) is explicitly added into a 
COLLAGE plan whenever a causal relation is added. However, unlike the tempo- 
ral relation, the causal relation is not transitive. As a consequence, it provides a 
convenient mechanism for representing one-to-one temporal relationships between 
actions. For example, suppose we have a domain in which every act of walking 
through a door must be preceded by a corresponding act of opening the door. 
Though many door-opening actions may temporally precede a particular action 
enter-room, we can use the causal relation to model the distinct door-opening 
action related to enter-room: (open-door N> enter-room). 
l Simultaneity relations. The relation (al + a2) indicates that al and a2 must 
occur at the same time in all possible executions of a plan. Only atomic actions 
can be related by the simultaneity relation. Notice that any two actions that are 
unrellated temporally can potentially occur simultaneously in some execution of a 
plan. However, if they are related by *, they must occur simultaneously in all 
executions. I7 
l Data jlow relations. The dataflow relation >> was recently incorporated into COL- 
LAGE to facilitate description of the image processing domain. Dataflow implies 
temporal flow: (al >> a2) > (al -> a2). It also implies a relationship between 
specllfic parameters of al and a2-those of type pipe. A pipe parameter epresents 
a data flow “pipe”. It is a structured parameter object consisting of pipe identifier, 
input, and output parameter objects. If (al >> a21 holds and al and a2 have pipe 
I6 We use infix notation throughout this paper for most COLLAGE relations. However, internally, COLLAGE 
stores relations in prefix form-e.g., (before a b) rather than (a -> b). 
“For example, the partial order defined by ((a -> b) , (a -> c)) has three possible executions: {a,b,c}, 
{a, c , b}, and {a, bc}. However, if we add the additional relation (b + c) into the partial order, the last of 
these three executions is the only possible execution. A formal semantics of action-based representation and 
plan execution is provided in [ 21,221 that is based on a first-order temporal logic of actions. This logic was 
originally formulated for specifying and verifying concurrent programs [30] and later provided the formal 
basis for GEMPLAN and now COLLAGE. However, in this paper, we use a non-modal logic for describing 
the truth criteria of the COLLAGE constraint forms. 
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parameters with the same pipe identifier, COLLAGE will insure (via imposition of 
a CSP-binding requirement) that the pipe output associated with al is equated with 
the pipe input associated with a2. 
4.2.4. Binding requirements on action parameters 
The data flow relation provides one reason for imposing binding requirements be- 
tween action parameters. COLLAGE includes an extensive variable-binding-requirement 
propagation facility (essentially, a CSP-style facility) that is used for these and other 
kinds of binding requirements on action parameters. Such requirements may be im- 
posed either as a result of explicit binding requirements associated with a constraint 
or as a byproduct of a fix. As an example of the latter situation, suppose that the 
constraint 
:constraint 
(tempbef ore 
:actions ((build-column ?f_floor ?cl_coord) 
(build-beam ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c2_coord))) 
is applied to a plan containing the two action instances 
(build-column F-floor (Lint l_intI_coord) 
(build-beam l_floor {Lint l_int)_coord {Lint 2_int)_coord). 
If floor variable F is unbound, the constraint fix may add a temporal relation between 
the two actions and the binding requirement (= F I). 
Binding requirements may also be explicitly stated as part of a constraint definition. 
For example, the following constraint 
:constraint 
(tempbef ore 
:actions ((paint ?r_room ?col_color) 
(carpet ?r_room ?carp_carpet)) 
:binding-req ((color-carpet-match ?col_color ?carp_carpet))) 
would require that painting in a room precede the laying of carpet and, additionally, 
that the paint color match the carpeting. The requirement color-carpet-match could 
be defined either by a domain-specific boolean function or via unification with facts 
provided in KnowledgeBase that define which colors and carpets are considered to 
match. The binding requirements explicitly associated with a constraint are imposed at 
the end of a fix for that constraint (see Section 5.3). 
Each COLLAGE binding requirement must be a unary or binary relation between 
action parameter objects. Currently, the following kinds of relations are handled: 
l Arbitrary boolean relations between parameter objects from enumerable domains. 
COLLAGE maintains a record of possible values for affected parameter objects and 
refines these values when binding requirements are imposed. 
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Linear relations of the form ( Y op m * X + b) , where op is one of { (, ), <, 2, =}, 
m and b are constants, and X and Y are either integer or real valued parameter 
objects. COLLAGE will maintain a record of possible values for X and Y (as 
an interval) and will refine these values as a result of imposing a linear binding 
requirement. I8 
Equality relations between two parameter objects of nonnumeric, non-enumerable 
types. Such parameter objects will not be associated within any values until they 
can become uniquely bound (i.e. when at least one of the two parameters becomes 
bound to a constant). 
COLL,AGE also supports an n-ary binding requirement of the following form: 
((require (f ?xl . . . ?xn) > 
A ,variable object ?xi that takes part in a require requirement can be of any 
type; f must be a boolean relation or function. If such a requirement is imposed, 
COLL.AGE will keep track of the binding status of ?xl . . . ?xn. When the last of 
?xl.. . ?xn is bound to a unique value, f will be tested as part of the binding 
propagation process. 
The binding requirements within a plan form a network, much like a CSP-network. 
Whenever a new binding requirement is added into a region plan, COLLAGE maintains 
node and arc consistency using a technique based on the standard arc-consistency algo- 
rithm AC-3 [ 321. However, this framework differs from traditional CSP-nets in at least 
three ways: 
l Variables and binding requirements can be added dynamically into the network. 
This (occurs as the planning process adds new actions (and their parameters) and 
binding requirements into the plan. 
l Mixed forms of binding constraint-satisfaction methods are utilized, depending on 
the binding requirements being tackled and the types of the variables involved. 
l Rather than using a single network for the entire plan, a set of regional sub-nets 
are used, one for each region. The consistency of the entire “global” network is 
maintained via the plan consistency process described in Section 6. 
5. Plan construction methods 
This section provides an in-depth description of the COLLAGE constraint form library. 
For each c:onstraint form, we describe its instantiation parameters or “slots”, define its 
truth criterion, provide its constraint activator set and initial activation setting, and 
supply an algorithmic description of its check and fix methods. We begin, however, by 
discussing several issues relevant to the definition and usage of all COLLAGE constraint 
forms. 
‘s Using this facility, COLLAGE has been used for metric temporal reasoning. In particular, action types 
can be declared as “metric” and associated with a timestamp parameter. If two metric actions are temporally 
related as a part of the planning process, COLLAGE will automatically impose an appropriate linear relation 
between their timestamp parameters. See Appendix B for illustrations of this capability. 
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5. I. Constraint application semantics 
Given the ConstraintFormName and ConstraintFormSlots for a particular constraint 
C, COLLAGE instantiates the constraint form, yielding a check method Checkc, fix 
methods Fix1 C, . . . , FixNc, and an activator set Activatorsc that, together, operational- 
ize the semantic truth criterion for C. Each constraint C may also be associated with 
a condition, Conditionc, and a set of binding requirements, BindingReqc . A constraint 
C need be satisfied only in those contexts in which Conditionc is true. BindingReq, 
imposes further requirements on the bindings of action parameters utilized in C. The 
treatment of binding requirements, constraint conditions, and the relationship between 
conditions and constraint activation are discussed separately in Section 5.3. In the fol- 
lowing discussion, we assume that Conditionc is true and that there are no additional 
binding requirements. 
A check method takes a plan as input and returns a set of bug descriptors. Each bug 
descriptor describes a particular way in which C is violated by Plan. A fix method 
takes a plan and a bug descriptor as input and, if successfully executed, returns a 
newly “fixed” plan that satisfies TruthCriterionc with respect to that bug. Given our 
definition of constraint check, fix, and activation semantics, we have the following 
requirement: 
Given constraint C and plan Plam, if the following holds: 
l {Bug,, . . . , Bug,,,} + Checkc (Piano) 
l A sequence of fix methods are successfully applied, one for each bug in the set: 
(V i : l..m) Fix’ E {Fixlc,. . . , FixNc} 
Plan, +- Fix’ (Piano, Bug, ) 
Plan:! +- Fix2 (Plan,, Bug,) 
Plan, t Fix”’ (Plan,,_ 1, Bug,,, ) 
l C is not activated by any Fix’ 
THEN Plan,, k TruthCriterionc . 
All of the COLLAGE constraint forms are sound with respect to this requirement. 
Note that if Checkc (Plan) returns an empty set of bugs, then Plan b TruthCriterionc 
must hold. 
Of course, a side-effect of executing one of C’s fixes may be the activation of other 
constraints, including possibly C itself. This is because new plan information introduced 
by the fix may match the activators for those constraints-i.e. introduce new constraint 
bugs. Thus, for COLLAGE to be sound, the activators for each constraint C must be 
conservative. If constraint C is violated by some plan modification, C must be activated 
by some activator in Activatorsc. However, it is alright if some activators are overly 
conservative-they may simply activate C unnecessarily. 
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5.1. I. Act,lon descriptors and matching semantics 
Most of the constraint-slot information is composed of action descriptors. For ex- 
ample, the constraint below utilizes two action descriptors, (build-column ?ffloor 
?ci_coord) and (build-beam ?f -floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord). 
:constraint 
(t empbef ore 
:actions ((build-column ?f_floor ?cl_coord) 
(build-beam ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c2_coord))) 
An action descriptor is similar to an action-type description. It provides a skeletal 
action description that serves as a template for retrieving matching action instances 
within a p:lan. Each action descriptor has the form (Name, ParameterDescriptors), where 
Name is the simple token name of an action type and each parameter descriptor is either 
a constant value or a variable descriptor of the form ?v_type. All COLLAGE plan 
information is stored and indexed in such a way that facilitates quick matching with 
action descriptors (see Section 5.1 S). Relation descriptors, which are composed of a 
relation na,me and two action descriptors, can also be used to quickly retrieve matching 
relations in a plan. 
COLLAGE treats parameter descriptors much like formal variables in a logic program- 
ming language like Prolog. Each application of a check or fix algorithm is associated 
with a dynamically growing “current binding list” for all of the constraint’s parameter de- 
scriptors. During the process of constraint satisfaction, an action-descriptor’s parameter- 
descriptor may be matched against action-instance parameter objects. Assumed equality 
relationships between parameter descriptors and parameter objects (constant objects or 
variable objects) are thereby accumulated and stored. At the end of a constraint fix, the 
final binding list is used for inferring which new binding requirements must be added 
into the plan. 
For example, let us consider the tempbef ore constraint above. Suppose there are two 
actions in the plan when the constraint is applied: 
(bui:Ld-column F-f loor (O_int l_int)_coord) 
(bui:Ld-beam i_floor {O_int i_int)_coord {i_int i_int)_coord) 
Notice that F-f loor is a variable object. During the process of constraint satisfaction, 
the “current binding list” will include the bindings: 
?f_f:Loor bound-to F-floor 
?f_f:Loor bound-to i_floor 
?ci_coord bound-to CO_int i_int)_coord 
?c2_coord bound-to {l_int l_int)_coord 
At the end of the fix for this constraint, the temporal relation 
( (build-column F-floor (O_int i_int)_coord) -> 
(build-beam l-floor {O_int l_int)_coord {i_int i_int)_coord) ) 
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Fig. 8. Matching tables. 
will be used to fulfill the constraint. In addition, the binding list will be used to infer that 
the binding requirement (= F-floor 1-f loor) must be added to the plan. This process 
will become clearer as the constraint satisfaction algorithms are further described. 
COLLAGE utilizes two kinds of matching semantics during constraint satisfaction: 
possible and necessary. An action instance necessarily matches an action descriptor if 
they have the same name and if their corresponding parameter objects and descriptors 
necessarily match. Similarly, an action possibly matches an action descriptor if they 
have the same name and their corresponding parameter objects possibly match. Fig. 8 
depicts the conditions under which parameter objects and parameter descriptors possibly 
or necessarily match. 
For example, suppose that we have an action descriptor (build-column i-floor 
{?x_int ?y_int}_coord). Action (build-column l-f loor {O_int i_int}_coord) 
necessarily matches this action descriptor if 0 is a possible binding of ?x and 1 
is a possible binding of ?y. Now consider action build-column F-floor {O-int 
l_int}_coord). Unless variable object F has been set equal to I, (build-column 
F-f loor {O_int l_int}_coord) does not necessarily match (build-column i-floor 
{?x_int ?y_int}_coord); but it possibly matches if 1 is a possible value for F. 
5.1.2. Constraint activators and monotonicity 
Because of the action-based nature of the COLLAGE constraint forms, constraints can 
be violated only by the addition of two kinds of information into the plan: the addition 
of new actions and the binding of action parameter objects to some unique value. Since 
all of the constraint algorithms account for all possible plan executions consonant with 
a plan’s partial order, the addition of a relation (which only further limits the set of 
possible executions) cannot violate a basic constraint. 
Thus, we describe the activator set for each constraint form as a set of action descrip- 
tors. If an action is added into the plan that necessarily matches an activator, or if an 
action parameter object is bound so that an action which previously did not match an 
activator now does, the appropriate constraint will be activated for later consideration. 
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Note that, in practice, most action-descriptors do not have constant parameter descrip- 
tors. Thus, if an action possibly-matches an activator, it usually necessarily matches it 
as well. As a result, the addition of binding information alone for an action A into the 
plan will not usually re-activate a constraint with an activator matching A. 
COLLAGE handles all constraint activations in a bottom-up fashion. Whenever new 
actions and bindings are added into a plan, a constraint-activation-checking process is 
initiated that has access to global information about which constraints have access to 
that plan and what their activators are. If an activator for a constraint C is matched by 
new information added to a local plan P, a record of that activation is also stored in 
P. It will thus be noticed by the region R that contains C, since plan P must also be 
visible to R. 
As discussed in Section 2, COLLAGE planning is, for the most part, monotonic 
with respect to bug fixes; once a constraint-bug is fixed in a particular plan, the con- 
straint will remain satisfied with respect to that bug in all extensions of that plan. 
Thus, if a constraint is reactivated, it is usually because new bugs have been intro- 
duced. The only exception to this rule is in the case of pattern constraints. Each pat- 
tern constraint has only one “bug’‘-the fact that its pattern is violated. As a result, 
adding any pattern-related action into the plan can possibly violate a once-satisfied 
pattern. 
As we will discuss in Section 5.3, the use of constraint conditionalization can also 
introduce nonmonotonicity into the planning process. In particular, depending on the 
form of a constraint condition, some constraints must be activated in response to the 
addition of new actions. For this reason, action-descriptors used within a constraint 
condition are always included in the activator set for a constraint. 
5. I .3. Plan inheritance 
All plan information in COLLAGE is created in an additive fashion; plan information 
can only be added-it cannot be deleted except via backtracking. As described in 
Section 4: each region plan, PlunR, is composed of a local plan for R and the local 
plans of El’s descendant regions. Rather than making a new copy of a local plan each 
time new lmformation is added, COLLAGE stores plan changes in an incremental fashion, 
associating new plan information with new local plans. Each local plan inherits plan 
content from its predecessor local plans. A full region plan inherits the content of all its 
local plants (and thus all the predecessor plans of these local plans). While this scheme 
saves on storage costs, the cost of looking up plan information is increased by the need 
to follow the local plan inheritance chain. 
For instance, suppose that region R has a subregion S and S has no subregions (see 
Fig. 9). Let us assume that a constraint fix for region R is given an input plan consisting 
of LocalPlanR, and LocalPlans, and must add plan information to both local plans. First 
it will create new local plans for both regions, LocczlPlun~,+, and LocalPlans,,,. These 
new plans will be linked into the plan-inheritance structure so that Locu~P~u~R,, inherits 
LocalP/anR! and LocalPlansi,, inherits LocalPlans,. The fix will then add the new plan 
information into the new local plans, yielding a new plan for R, Plank (as well as a new 
plan for >;, Plan$), consisting of ~calPlan&+, and LocalPlans,+, and the local plans 
they inherit. 
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Fig. 9. Plan inheritance. 
51.4. Choice points 
Each of the fix methods described in Section 5.2 may include choice points: points at 
which some choice must be made during the course of executing a fix. Like higher level 
choices in the search process, each internal fix choice is associated with a search node. 
When search backtracks to a choice node, the other possible choices at that node can be 
pursued. This backtracking will occur in response to failures of fix steps; in particular, if 
a fix step fails, search will backtrack to the most recent choice node. All of the choices 
within a fix will be fully explored (via backtracking) before an entire fix fails and is 
abandoned. 
Note that many kinds of fix steps can fail-e.g., a plan-content query or the addition 
of a relation (if it introduces temporal inconsistency). In our description of the fix 
algorithms, most of these possible points of failure are left implicit rather than being 
explicitly noted. 
5.1.5. Constraint complexity 
The complexity measures provided for each constraint form described in Section 5.2 
are based on several assumptions. First, each addition to the plan is assumed to take 
constant time. Thus, these measures do not take into account the significant cost of in- 
cremental temporal closure and binding requirement propagation. A separate description 
of these mechanisms and their complexity is provided in Section 5.4. 
We also make a second assumption-that plan look-up (i.e. retrieving an action that 
matches an action descriptor) takes time 0( t look). COLLAGE utilizes a discrimination 
tree to store all plan information [ 351. This tree provides rapid retrieval of matching 
actions and relations. However, the retrieval is not plan-relative-e.g., matching actions 
for all local plans are returned. Thus, the cost tl,,& for a particular plan depends on 
the cost of additionally checking retrieved information relative to the plan-inheritance 
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chain for that plan. The cost of this inheritance check is the most significant potion of 
&,k and is: determined by the depth of the plan-inheritance chain. This depth is usually 
equivalent to the depth of the region search tree in which the lookup takes place. 
5.2. Conslruint form library 
All of tlhe basic constraint forms are presented below without conditionalization and 
binding requirements. These two features will be discussed in Section 5.3. 
5.2. I. Action constraint 
The most simple constraint form in COLLAGE is the action constraint. Each action 
constraint provides a set of action descriptors Al,. . . , Ak. The constraint is satisfied 
if, for each action descriptor Ai, there exists some action in the plan that necessarily 
matches Ai. l9 
Action constraints are often used in concert with decompose constraints; an action 
constraint might add a high-level nonatomic action into the plan that is later decomposed 
into lower-level subactions. Examples of conditionalized action constraints (with corre- 
sponding decompose constraints) were provided in the planning scenario of Section 2. 
These examples illustrated how action constraints can be used to express problem- 
specific goals, especially when they are conditialized by problem-specific information in 
I&owled~,~Base. _ 
Constraint form: 
:constraint (action 
Truth criterion: V 
Activator set: { } 
:actions (Al...Ak)) 
AiE {Al,...,Ak} (3 ai: Ai) 
Initial activation setting: ON 
Action check algorithm 
Check( Phn) 
For each Ai in Al , . . . 1 Ak 
If there is no action that necessarily matches Ai then 
Add missing-action( Ai) to BugSet 
Return BugSet 
I9 We use (he notation (4 : A to denote that action (1 must necessarily match descriptor A. The notation 
N : {A 1, , Ak} denotes that action (I necessarily matches one of the descriptors {A 1, . , Ak}. Also note 
that quantification is assumed to be nested. For example, given (V a : A)(V h : B) e&a, b), if A and 
B contain parameter descriptors in common, all parameter objects for action instance pairs (a, b) must 
necessarily Imatch as required. The symbol @, used later, represents an exclusive-or operation. 
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Action fix algorithm 1: Use existing action2’ 
Fix( missing-action( Ai), Plan) 
Find action instances ail, . . . , ain, that possibly match Ai 
CHOICE POINT: Choose an uij from ail, . . . , ui, 
Add binding requirements into Plan’ so that uij necessarily matches Ai 
Return Plan 
Action fix algorithm 2: Create new action 
Fix( missing-uction( Ai), Plan) 
Create an action instance ui that necessarily matches Ai 
Add ui into Plan’ 
Return Plan’ 
The complexity of the check algorithm is O(n&k), where n is the total number of 
actions that match any member of the action descriptor set. The first fix algorithm is 
0( mtlook), where m is the number of actions that match Ai. The second fix algorithm is 
constant time. Since their initial activation setting is ON, all action constraints are active 
when planning begins. Since the activator set is empty, an action constraint cannot be 
violated once it is satisfied. 
5.2.2. Temporulkuusul constraints 
This class of constraints consists of four constraint forms: tempbefore, tempufter, 
enable, and cause. Each of these constraints provides two action descriptors, A and B. 
The constraint is satisfied if matching action instances of type A and B exist in the plan 
that are temporally or causally related in a specific way. Below we provide truth criteria 
for all four forms and check and fix algorithms for tempbefore. Checks and fixes for the 
other forms are similar. 
Constraint form: 
:constraint (<form name> 
:actions (A B)) 
Truth criteria: 
Tempbefore(AB): (V b: B)(3 a: A) (a -> 6) 
Tempafter(A B): (V a : A)(3 b : B) (a -> b) 
Enable(A B): (V b : B)(3 a : A) (a N> b) 
Cause(A B): (V a : A)(3 b: B)(u N> b) 
“‘We use the notational convention that Plan’ is the output plan for each fix. This Plan’ is an augmentation 
of the input plan Plan. 
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Activator Sets: 
Tempbefore( A B) : {B} 
Tempafter(A B): {A} 
Enable(A B): {B} 
Cause (A B): {A} 
Initial Activation Setting: OFF 
Tempbefore check algorithm 
85 
Check ( Plan) 
For each action b necessarily matching B 
If there is no relation (a -> b), where a necessarily matches A, then 
Add missing-predecessor(b) to BugSet 
Return BugSet 
Tempbefore fix algorithm 1: Use existing action 
Fix( missing-predecessor( b) , Plan) 
Find action instances al,. . . , am that possibly match A 
CHOICE POINT: Choose an ai from al,. . . , am 
Add binsding requirements into Plan’ so that ai necessarily matches A 
Add (ai -> b) into Plan’ 
Return Plan’ 
Tempbefore fix algorithm 2: Create new action 
Fix( missing-predecessor( b) , Plan) 
Create an action instance a that necessarily matches A 
Add a and (a -> b) into Plan’ 
Return Plan’ 
The complexity of the check algorithm is O(ntlo&) where n is the number of actions 
that match B. The first fix algorithm is 0( mtl&), where m is the number of actions 
that match A. The second fix algorithm is constant time. 
5.2.3. All-match constraints 
This class of constraints is also composed of four constraint forms: all-match-before, 
all-match-after, all-match-enable, and all-match-cause. An all-match constraint is useful 
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for expressing requirements in which a particular action b does not require a corre- 
sponding related activity a, but if corresponding actions exist, they must have some 
particular temporal or causal relationship with respect to b. An example was provided 
in our scenario. 
Unlike the temporal/causal constraint forms, the fix methods for all-match constraints 
will not add new actions into a plan-they will only create new relations between 
existing actions. Indeed, all-match constraints are often used in lieu of temporal/causal 
constraints; if other constraints are guaranteed to add all required actions of type A and 
B into a plan, an all-match constraint can be used to order them. The truth criteria for all 
four constraint forms are provided below. The check and fixes for the all-match-before 
constraint are also provided; checks and fixes for the other three constraint forms are 
similar. 
Constraint Form: 
:constraint (<form name> 
:actions (A B)) 
Truth criteria: 
All-match-before(A B): (V b : B) (V a : A) (a -> b) 
All-match-after(A B): (V a : A)(V b : B) (a -> b) 
All-match-enable(A B): (V b : B)(V a : A) (a N> b) 
All-match-cause(A B): (V a : A)(V b: B) (a N> b) 
Activator set: {A, B} 
Initial activation setting: OFF 
All-match-before check algorithm 
Check( Plan) 
For each action b necessarily matching B 
For each action a necessarily matching A 
If there is no relation (a -> b) then 
Add missing-relation(a b) to BugSet 
Return BugSet 
N-match-before fix algorithm 
Fix( missing-relation( a b) , Plan) 
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The complexity of the check algorithm is 0( nW&&), where n is the number of 
actions matching B and m is the number of actions matching A. The fix algorithm is 
constant time. 
5.2.4. Decompose constraint 
The COLLAGE decompose constraint is similar to the use of hierarchical task networks 
(HTNs) in traditional planners such as SIPE [43] and O-Plan [ 61. Each decompose 
constraint provides an action descriptor, A, and a set of decomposition descriptors, 
Decomps. The constraint is satisfied if each action of type A is decomposed in exactly 
one of the possible ways provided by the decomposition descriptors. Each decomposition 
descriptor (8) is composed of four parts: 
l A set of action descriptors, SubActionss, that describe the subactions in 6. 
l A set: of relations, Relationsa, between action descriptors in SubActionss. These 
describe relations that must hold between the subactions in 6. From these relations, 
two subsets of SubActions are computed: FirstSubActionss and LustSubActionss. 
FirstSubActionss consists exactly of those actions in SubActions that are not pre- 
ceded by any other action in SubActionss. LastSubActionsa consists of those actions 
in SubActions that are not followed by any other action in SubActions*. 
l A condition, Conditions, that defines and constrains the situations in which S 
can be used. The form and use of Conditions is similar to general constraint 
conditionalization (see Section 5.3). The possible ways in which Conditions can 
be satisfied yields a set of possible ways of instantiating a particular decomposition 
8. Thus, a particular action can be decomposed: 
- in one of the ways described by the set of provided decomposition descriptors. 
- in one of the ways defined by the possible binding contexts for a particular 
decomposition descriptor 6. 
This can yield a rich OR-branching factor in the planning space, providing several 
alternate context-dependent ways of expanding a plan. 
l A set of binding requirements, BindingReqs, to be applied to the parameter objects 
of actions in decomposition S. The use of BindingReqs is similar to that of general 
binding requirements, described in Section 5.3. 
Constraint form: 
:constraint 
(decompose 
: action (A) 
:decompositions 
((:condition (C) 
:subactions (Sl...Si) 
:relations (Ri...Rj) 
:binding-req (Bi...Bk)) 
: /* more possible decompositions */ 
>I 
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Truth criterion: 
W a : A) @SEDecomps decompose4 a, 6) 
where 
decomposed( a, S) E Conditions A 
(V S E SubActionss) (3s : S) 
[ (subaction a s) A 
S E FirstSubActionss > Cfirstsubaction a s) A 
S E LastSubActionss > (lastsubaction a s) ] A 
(V (R,Sl,S2) E Relationss)(V sl : Sl)(V s2: S2) 
[ (subactionasl ) A (subactionas2) ] > (Rsl s2) A 
(V B E BindingReq,) B 
The following is also required: 
Internal temporal coherence: 
(subaction a s) > 
(jirstsubaction a s) V (3 jirst) [ (firstsubaction a first) A yirst -> s) ] A 
(fastsubaction a s) V (3 last) [ (lastsubaction a lust) A (s -> last)] 
External temporal coherence: 
[ (b -> a) A Cfirstsubaction a first) ] > (b -> first) A 
[ (b -> $rst) A (firstsubaction a first) ] > (b -> a) A 
[ (a -> c) A (lustsubaction a last) ] > (lust -> c) A 
[ (last -> c) A (lustsubaction a lust) ] > (a -> c) 
Internal coherence guarantees that the first- and last-subactions of a decomposition 
make sense-i.e., that all other subactions occur between some first- and last-subaction. 
External coherence guarantees that actions at different levels of detail are appropriately 
related temporally. If a decomposition is internally coherent, its first- and last-subactions 
can be used to relate all of its subactions to other actions in the plan-i.e. as a frame- 
work for ensuring external coherence. In COLLAGE, internal and external coherence are 
enforced as part of the temporal closure mechanism. 
Currently, we require that there be at most one decompose constraint for each action 
type. As a result, each action can only be decomposed once in a given plan (albeit 
in many possible ways). Thus, the check algorithm below need only ascertain whether 
an action has been decomposed yet in order to determine if it has been “correctly” 
decomposed. 
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Decompose check algorithm 
For each action a necessarily matching A 
If there is no relation (subaction a s) then 
Add not-decomposed(a) to BugSet 
Decompose fix algorithm 
Fix( not-decomposed( a), Plan) 
CHOICE, POINT: Choose 6 from Decomps 
BL + List of all binding combinations for variable descriptors 
in Conditions such that Conditions is true. 
CHOICE, POINT: Choose bl from BL as the binding context for S. 
For all S in SubActions 
Create an action s that necessarily matches S 
Add (subaction a s) into Plan’ 
If S E FirstSubActionsa, add (firstsubuction a s) into Plan’ 
If S E LastSubActionsa, add (lustsubuction a s) into Plan’ 
For all (R Sl S2) in Relationsa 
For each pair sl , s2 such that (subaction a sl) , (subaction a s2), 
sl necessarily matches Sl, and s2 necessarily matches S2 
Add1 (R sl ~2) into Plan’ 
Add binding requirements BindingReq* into Plan’ 
Return Plan’ 
A slight variant of the decompose constraint form, decompose-reuse, is also in the 
COLLAGE library. This constraint will reuse existing actions as part of a decomposition 
instead of always creating new subactions. The fix algorithm is the same, except that 
we replace the step: 
Create an action s that necessarily matches S 
with: 
PossiJ51eSubactions +- all actions that possibly match S 
CHOICE POINT: Choose s from PossibleSubuctions or create action s matching S 
Add ‘binding requirements into Plan’ so that s necessarily matches S 
The check method for a decompose or decompose-reuse constraint has complexity 
0( ntlook) where n is the number of actions that match A. Excluding the cost of testing 
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a decomposition condition, the most expensive part of the fix is creating the required 
relations among the decomposition subactions. This is at worst 0(rn2), where r is the 
number of relations and n is the number of subactions. In practice, O(m) is more 
accurate, since there is usually only one action-pair that matches each of the relations 
and these can be gathered in a single sweep through the subactions. 
COLLAGE decompose constraints have several advantages over traditional HTN ap- 
proaches. First, the use of decomposition-specific conditions and binding requirements 
lends great expressive power to this constraint form. Second, relations between subac- 
tions can form any arbitrary partial order. Finally, COLLAGE retains high-level actions 
and allows continued reasoning with respect to those actions, even after they are decom- 
posed. Thus, constraints can be applied to actions at mixed levels of detail and high-level 
and low-level actions can be interrelated without restriction. Some of the difficulties en- 
countered by a SIPE implementation effort for the same office building domain we 
utilized in our empirical tests were caused by interactions between “replacement-based” 
task decomposition and required limitations on the use of parallel links. SIPE-2 was a 
direct outgrowth of modifications required to deal with these difficulties [ 161. 
5.2.5. Pattern constraint form 
The pattern constraint form is a unique descriptive mechanism that has no analogue in 
traditional planners. The check and fix algorithms for this constraint form are the most 
expensive and complex in the current COLLAGE library. This constraint form should 
thus be used sparingly. Each pattern constraint provides a set of action descriptors, 
PatternActions, and a regular expression, Pattern, expressed in a language we define 
below. A pattern constraint is satisfied if all action instances that match action descriptors 
in PatternActions are totally ordered and this total order satisfies Pattern. 
Constraint form: 
: constraint (pattern 
: actions (PatternActions) 
: regexp (Pattern) > 
lknth criterion: 
parses(ActionSet, Pattern) 
where 
ActionSet = {a 1 a : PatternActions} 
The regular expression language for pattern constraints is defined by the following 
syntax: 
<expr> :== <term> I <term> <binary-rel> <expr> 
<term> :== <factor> I <factor> <unary-rel> <rebind> 
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<factor> : == (<expr>) I (<expr> + <expr>) I <action descriptor> 
<binary-rel> :== -> 1 N> 1 >> 
Qmary-rel> :== *-> I *N> I *>> 
<rebind> : == [rebind <var-list>] 
The use of *->, *N>, or *>> represents zero or more repetitions of a pattern fragment. 
The final action in each sequence matching a repetition must be related to the first 
action in the next matching sequence by the designated relation. The use of + indicates 
disjunction in the pattern. 
Our scenario description included three pattern constraints that forced a total ordering 
on sets of actions within the plan. As another example, consider the following example 
from the Blocks World. An action of form (pick ?x_block) represents the act of 
picking up a block ?x. An action of form (put ?y_block ?z_surface) represents the 
act of putlting a block ?y onto surface ?z. Recall that a rebind expression in a pattern 
states which parameter descriptors can be rebound after each iteration around a “loop” 
in the expression. 
:constraint 
(pattern 
:actions ((pick ?x_block) (put ?y_block ?z_surface)) 
: regexp 
(((pick ?v_block) -> (put ?v_block ?w_surface))*-> 
[rebind ?v_block ?w_surf ace] > > 
This pattern constraint gathers up all pick and put actions in a plan and requires that 
they alternate between pick and put, beginning with a pick action and ending with a 
put action. Moreover, each action that picks up a block must be immediately followed 
(in the sequence) by an action that puts that same block on some surface. For example, 
a valid string of pick and put actions is: 
(pick a-block) -> (put a-block b-surface) -> (pick c-block) 
-> (put c-block a-surface) 
An invalid sequence is: 
(pick a-block) -> (put c-block a-surface) -> (pick c-block) 
-> (put a-block b-surface) 
The algorithms for the Pattern constraint are provided below. 
Activator set: PatternActions 
Initial activation setting: OFF 
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Pattern check algorithm 
Check( Plan) 
CY +- All actions that necessarily match any member of PatternActions 
If totally-ordered(a) and purses( a, Pattern) then BugSet +- { } 
Else BugSet +- enforce-puttern( a) 
Return BugSet 
Pattern fix algorithm 
Fix( enforce-pattern( a), Plan) 
Loop until (Y is empty 
NextPossibleActions +- Set of actions that can occur first 
in the partial ordering formed by CY in Plan 
NextPossibleActionDescriptors + Set of action descriptors 
that can follow in the current parse of Pattern 
that possibly match some action in NextPossibleActions 
CHOICE POINT: Choose A from NextPossibleActionDescriptors 
and a corresponding a from NextPossibleActions 
Add bindings into Plan’ so that a and A necessarily match 
Add the appropriate relation into Plan’ 
between u’s predecessor in the parse and a 
Remove a from (Y 
If Pattern is not at a valid stopping point, FAIL 
Return Plan’ 
This implementation of the pattern constraint has several important restrictions. First, 
it only adds relations between existing actions in a plan-it does not create actions in 
order to satisfy a pattern. 21 Second, this fix generates solutions in a lazy fashion. It finds 
and enforces one valid parse at a time and finds other solutions only if backtracking 
occurs within the internal fix search space. Thus, this algorithm provides no avenues for 
finding a “good” parse, except possibly via the introduction of heuristics at the choice 
point. However, no such mechanism is currently provided. 
The pattern check algorithm is actually a simplified version of the fix algorithm. After 
gathering Ly-an O(n&,&) operation, where n is the size of a-it checks to make sure 
that those actions are totally ordered (we use a simple 0( n2) algorithm) and can yield 
a valid parse. The parsing process conducted by the fix (or check) may ultimately try 
to match every possible total ordering of a against the pattern. Since parsing a sentence 
of length n for a context free language with m production rules is 0(n3m2) [ 121, this 
results in a worst case cost of 0(n!n3m2). However, in practice, there are usually far 
” Otherwise, the number of possible solutions could be infinite-e.g., for patterns with loops. 
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fewer than n! possible total orderings of (Y and minimal backtracking through the fix 
space is usually required to find a valid parse. 
5.3. Constraint conditionalization and binding requirements 
Two recent and powerful extensions to the COLLAGE constraint mechanism provide 
the ability to: 
l conditionalize constraint application, 
l impose additional binding requirements on the parameter objects that matched with 
constraint variable descriptors during the constraint satisfaction process. 
As discussed earlier, each execution of a check or fix is associated with a “current 
binding list” for the variable descriptors used within its constraint. This binding list is 
passed through the execution of a check and fix and is refined as the variable descriptors 
are matched against parameter objects. Given a constraint condition (Condition) and a 
list of binding requirements (BindingReq) , the check and fix algorithms are augmented 
in the following way: 
Augmented check algorithm 
Augmented-Check( Condition,Check( Plan) ) 
Test Condition, building a list BL of all combinations of bindings for 
variable descriptors in Condition, so that Condition is satisfied. 
BugSet c- { } 
/* Check constraint in each binding context, gathering bugs in BugSet */ 
For each bl in BL 
Set variable descriptor bindings to bl. 
Bugs +- Check( Plan) 
Add Bugs to BugSet 
Return BugSet 
Augmented fix algorithm 
Augmented-Fix( BindingReq, Fix( Bug, Plan) ) 
Plan’ +-- Fix( Bug, Plan) 
Add binding requirements BindingReq into Plan’ 
Return Plan’ 
The augmented check algorithm, in essence, takes a constraint and breaks it into several 
sub-constraints, each pertaining to a specific variable binding context that satisfies Con- 
dition. It applies these sub-constraints individually, applying checks and fixes for each 
of them. The augmented fix algorithm, after successfully executing a particular Fix, will 
additionally impose all of the binding requirements in BindingReq. 
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The inspiration for COLLAGE'S conditional construct is the Prolog setof construct. 
Condition must be a list (interpreted as a conjunct) of boolean tests of the following 
forms: 
(action <action descriptor>) Find a matching action 
(test <function>) Test a boolean function 
(fact <template>) Query the knowledge base facts 
(make (<variable descriptor> <value>)) 
Create a new variable descriptor 
set to a particular value 
(and return true) 
Condition conjuncts are processed in the order provided. In addition, we require that 
all variable descriptors supplied to tests of the form (test <function>) be associated 
with a unique binding at the time of the test. Note that the cost of gathering up BL, the 
list of binding combinations, is not typically as onerous as it may seem. First, remember 
that plan and knowledge base content is indexed to facilitate very quick matching. And, 
by wisely ordering the clauses in the condition, the cost of finding all matching binding 
contexts can be minimized. This, of course, is also true of the Prolog setof construct. 
While it may seem that “branching” a single constraint check into a set of checks (one 
for each context in which Condition is true) induces a kind of combinatorial explosion, 
in reality conditionalization serves to narrow the focus of planning search rather than 
expand it. This can be understood by remembering that conditionalization is used to 
precisely instantiate the application of a constraint C in the contexts in which it should 
be applied. Normally, a check algorithm would consider all plan actions that match 
relevant action descriptors of a constraint. In a conditionalized context, the augmented 
constraint check algorithm will apply Check only within each of the variable binding 
contexts in which Condition is true. Without a conditional constraint mechanism, the 
conditionalized instantiations of a constraint C would otherwise have to be modeled by 
separate constraints (say, Cl, . . . , C”); after all, each requirement C; must be expressed 
and met in some fashion. By expressing these requirements in a way that succinctly and 
explicitly defines their precise scope of application, conditionalization merely limits and 
focuses the context in which a constraint is applied. 
As an example, consider the following enhanced version of a constraint presented 
in Section 4.2.4. It requires that painting precede carpetting only for rooms above the 
basement (floor 0) rather than for all rooms (carpetting is not installed in the basement). 
It will also assure that the carpetting and paint match. 
:constraint 
(tempbef ore 
:condition ((fact (room ?f_floor ?r_room)) 
(test (> ?f_floor 0))) 
:actions ((paint ?r_room ?col_color) 
(carpet ?r_room ?car_carpet)) 
:binding-req ((color-carpet-match ?col_color ?car_carpet))) 
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If this constraint is activated and applied, COLLAGE will first test its condition. This 
test will find all facts in KnowledgeBase of the form (room ?f-floor ?rloom) and 
will return all (?f ?r) pairs where ?f is greater than 0. The tempbefore check and 
fix will then be applied for each individual binding context, additionally imposing the 
color-carpet-match binding requirement at the end of each fix. Notice that even if 
related collor and carpet parameter objects are not yet bound to a particular color or 
carpet value, the color-carpet-match binding requirement will be inserted into the 
plan, assuring they do match when values are selected. 
5.3. I. Condition activators 
Since the truth of a constraint condition may be nonmonotonic as the plan changes 
and grows, the activator set of each conditionalized constraint must be augmented in 
order to satisfy the constraint application requirement of Section 5.1. To see why, 
consider the following. A constraint will only be activated if one of its activators is 
matched. 0nly after the constraint has been selected for application will Condition be 
tested. If Condition is nonmonotonic, the following may occur. First, a constraint C 
is activated and selected, but its Condition does not hold, so C is ignored. However, 
later, when Condition becomes true, C is not reactivated and is thus never appropriately 
satisfied. 
To solve this problem, all action descriptors utilized in Condition are added to the 
activator list of C. This handles nonmonotonicity of tests of the form (action <action 
descriptor>). Fact and functional tests pose no problem, since KnowledgeBase facts 
and functions are static in definition. 
5.3.2. Binding constraint form 
The CC~LLAGE constraint library includes one additional constraint form not men- 
tioned in the previous section-the binding constraint. This constraint form simply 
applies binding requirements in a conditionalized context. Thus, each binding constraint 
provides al condition and a set of binding requirements and is activated by its condition 
activator set. As an illustration, consider the binding constraint below, which assures 
that the carpeting in rooms on the penthouse floor is luxurious. 
: constraint 
01 inding 
:condition ((action (carpet ?r_room ?car_carpet)) 
(fact (room ?f _f loor ?r_room) > 
(test (penthouse ?f _f loor) > > 
:binding-req ((luxurious ?car_carpet))) 
5.4. Temporal closure and binding propagation 
All of the constraint algorithms in COLLAGE assume that each region plan is tempo- 
rally closed and that binding requirements are appropriately propagated. In this section, 
we considler the mechanisms utilized for these operations, both of which have nontrivial 
cost. 
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Our motivations for using full temporal closure in COLLAGE were twofold. In our 
experience with the GEMPLAN planner (upon which COLLAGE was based), we found 
the system paid a large price for repeated temporal inferencing. For example, each 
time a relation of form (a -> b) is added into a plan, the planner must ensure that 
b does not already precede a; otherwise, the result would be a temporally inconsistent 
plan. In GEMPLAN, testing of the “precedes” relation (the inferred closure of ->) was 
both expensive and frequent. When we designed COLLAGE, we decided to perform 
this closure explicitly and incrementally. Now all precedence tests can be made in time 
o(hmk). 
The second motivation for maintaining closure was to test the efficacy of localiza- 
tion as a partitioning technique. Since plans are closed only on a regional basis, we 
conjectured that the price of full closure would be mitigated. We also anticipated that 
localization would have a cost-reducing effect on binding propagation. Although we 
have yet not fully tested the strategic consequences of these decisions, our empirical 
results have been promising (see Section 6.4.2). 
The mechanism used for incremental temporal closure is fairly straightforward. There 
are two types of closure: simple temporal closure and action decomposition closure. 
Each is performed at the end of each constraint fix. To achieve simple temporal closure, 
each time a relation (a -> b) is added into a plan, COLLAGE finds all actions before a 
and all those that follow b. These sets are easy to find-all predecessors and successors 
will have been recorded as explicit relations of the form (?x -> a> and (b -> ?y>, 
respectively. COLLAGE then forms a cross product between these two sets and adds 
a new temporal relation (if it does not already exist) between each pair in the cross 
product. 
The second kind of closure, action decomposition closure, enforces the rules of ex- 
ternal coherence defined in Section 5.2.4 and is performed in response to each assertion 
of a$rstsubaction or lustsubaction relation, or any temporal relation imposed relative to 
some first-subaction or last-subaction of a decomposition. 
Both simple and decomposition closure are at most O(n*tk,&), where n is the number 
of actions in a region plan. As a result, the total worst case cost of closure is 0( n4ri,,&), 
since at most 0( n*) relations can be added. In practice, however, closure costs are much 
better than worst case. For example, there is no need to close over relations added solely 
as a result of closure. 
Our approach to binding propagation is also incremental and localized. Each time a 
fix adds a new binding requirement into a region plan, COLLAGE must propagate that 
requirement with respect to the binding network in that plan, assuring node and arc 
consistency. However, COLLAGE’S binding facility expands upon the capabilities of a 
typical CSP network implementation in several ways: 
l The overall net is localized into a set of regional nets. 
l New variable objects are incrementally added into the region net during planning. 
l Binding propagation is performed incrementally in response to the binding require- 
ments imposed during planning. 
At the end of each constraint fix, an arc-consistency algorithm based on AC-3 [32] is 
used. However, the nature of the algorithm used to satisfy each particular arc depends 
on the nature of the binding requirement associated with that arc. 
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For example, when variables from finite enumerable domains are involved, the tradi- 
tional CSI? elimination method is used, which progressively eliminates values that do 
not satisfy the binding requirement. When numeric variables (which are represented by 
an interval of possible values) are constrained by a linear relation requirement, standard 
arithmetic techniques are used to refine each variable’s interval of possible values. Vari- 
ables from nonnumeric non-enumerable domains can be constrained only by eql or neq. 
Such variables’ values are not “refined” but merely set to a unique value once they are 
constraine,d by an eql requirement with respect to some other uniquely bound variable 
or a constant. neq and nary requires constraints are left pending and tested only when 
all involved variables have been set to a unique value. 
5.5. Inter-region consistency 
Notice that although COLLAGE maintains closure and propagates binding require- 
ments incrementally within each PZanR, these closure and propagation operations must 
also be performed when PZanR is integrated into the plans of R’s ancestor regions. 
COLLAGE utilizes the same incremental closure and propagation algorithms for these 
inter-region consistency maintenance steps. Each time temporal closure and binding 
propagation is performed in R, all new relations and bindings that are added due to this 
process are kept on a “closure-and-binding to-do list” for R. When R’s plan is integrated 
into another region’s plan (say S’s), this to-do list is processed. In particular, the same 
temporal (closure and binding propagation algorithms are used for each new relation and 
binding requirement on the list, but this time, in the context of the new region plan for 
S. Inter-region consistency maintenance is described in more detail in the next section. 
6. Localized search 
COLLAGE controls the application of constraint checks and fixes by searching through 
a set of isearch spaces, one for each region. Each search node in a region space is 
associated with a region plan-i.e., the plan constructed thus far for that region. A node 
represents, a branching point in the plan-construction process that deals with one of the 
following kinds of choices: 
l Constraint choice: given a set of activated constraints, which constraint to apply 
next. (An AND-node: all active constraints must ultimately be tackled.) 
l Bug choice: given a set of constraint bugs, which bug to tackle next. 
(An AND-node: all outstanding bugs must ultimately be repaired.) 
a Fix choice: given a constraint and bug, which fix method to apply. 
(An OR-node: any successful fix will suffice.) 
l Internal jix choice: a choice point within a fix. 
(An OR-node between different alternate methods within a fix.) 
In the #current implementation of COLLAGE, the default search strategy allows only 
OR-nodes (fix choices and internal-fix choices) to be backtrackable. Thus, once a 
choice of a particular constraint or bug is chosen at a particular node, that choice 
remains fixed-i.e. all possible orderings of constraints and bugs will not be tried. 
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Region Search for Rl 
I 
Incarnation begins 
ConWency update step 
Choose rm ucrivured consrruinr 
Choose on octivared consrraint 
or a pending bug 
Incarnation ends 
Next incarnation begins 
Fig. 10. Search frameworks. 
In our experience, trying alternate orderings of constraint and bug applications does 
not yield that many alternate planning solutions. Thus, we have adopted his default 
strategy, which allows for a sufficient level of completeness in the search space without 
compromising efficiency. 
At a global level, COLLAGE must also decide which region’s space it should be 
searching at any given point in time. As a result, COLLAGE also searches a global 
space, where each node is associated with the choice of a region. Since region-choice 
is also considered an AND-node (all active regions much eventually be searched), the 
default search strategy does not cover all possible region-incarnation orderings. 
Fig. 10 depicts the regional and global search spaces or “levels”. Merged together they 
form one large global search space composed of region space fragments. Each of these 
fragments is called a region incarnation. Notice that each region R may have several 
incarnations within the global space. Each of these search fragments “reincarnates” or 
continues search within R’s space, further applying R’s constraints in the pursuit of 
constructing PlanR. Global search flows between region incarnations. Which regions are 
“incarnated” depends on how fixes activate region constraints. Recall that a fix applied 
within region R may activate constraints both within R and other regions in the domain. 
All of these regions then become candidates for further search. 
In this section we fully describe the COLLAGE localized search mechanism: how it 
controls search at both the global and region levels and how it maintains overall plan 
consistency. The overall goals of localized search are twofold: 
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l Correctness-make sure that when planning is done, all region constraints are 
satisfied by their region plan. 
l Consistency-make sure that the “global” plan, consisting of all region plans, is 
consistent. 
Correctness is assured by maintaining a valid account of constraint activation and making 
sure that all activated constraints are addressed. This task is performed via the use of 
regional constraint agendas. Consistency is assured in COLLAGE by making sure that 
region plan modifications are propagated and appropriately integrated into the plans of 
other regions. This task is performed via the use of a consistency agenda. 
6. I. Constraint activation/deactivation 
Before we describe the search process in detail, COLLAGE’S constraint activation/ 
deactivation mechanism (i.e. the mechanism of the regional “constraint agendas”) bears 
some further clarification. Logically, each region R’s constraint agenda consists of the 
subset of constraints that are considered active with respect to each particular region 
plan PZanR. This agenda is implemented by storing certain pieces of information about 
constraint activation in the local plans inherited by PZanR. This information is represented 
by two kinds of relations: (activation C) and (deactivation C), where C is a constraint 
associated with R. 
As we have described, constraint activations may occur as a result of adding new 
actions and binding requirements. Whenever an action A or binding requirement on 
action A is added to a local plan LocalPlanp, A is matched against an index of all 
the activators for all constraints. If A matches an activator for constraint C of a region 
R and P E desc* (R) (i.e. R has access to LocalPlanp), then (activation C) will be 
added to LocalPlanp. 
Note that this strategy causes constraint activation information to be stored as locally 
as possib1.e: each local plan will contain an “activation” for each constraint activated 
by the in$xmation associated directly with that local plan. Thus, LocalPlanp will be 
associated with constraint activations for any constraint in P as well as any of P’s 
ancestors that is activated by information directly associated with LocalPZanp. 
Constraint deactivations are handled in much the same way, except that they are 
added in response to fixes. A deactivation for a constraint C of region R is stored 
in LocalPlanR when the last known bug for C has been fixed and C has not been 
reactivated since C was last checked. 
Given this localized storage of constraint activation and deactivation information, 
whether or not a constraint C is considered to be active relative to a particular plan 
PlanR (i.e. is on R’s constraint agenda with respect to PlanR) depends on the activation 
and deactivation information inherited by PlunR. In particular, a constraint C is active 
in PlanR only if: 
l there are activations for C in PlanR and no deactivations; or 
l there is a deactivation for C in PlanR, but an activation for C has been added (after 
that deactivation) to some local plan that is potentially incorporable into PlanR. 
This strategy is implemented via examination of the search node structure and plan in- 
heritance structure (which closely mirror each other), as well as the pending consistency 
updates from other regions that might contain further activation information. 
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6.2. Region search 
We now describe search within a region incarnation. The first step performed in 
any incarnation for a region R is the consistency update step. This operation incor- 
porates pertinent plan information from other regions into R’s plan and also performs 
necessary inter-region temporal closure and binding propagation operations (see the 
next section for a description of Incorporate-Consistency-Updates). After forming a 
consistent plan, search within R repeatedly checks activated constraints and fixes con- 
straint bugs. This process continues until all activated constraints and their bugs are 
satisfied. 
In order to keep track of which constraints, bugs, and fixes have been tried or are 
pending, each incarnation is associated with the constraint agenda (as described in the 
previous section) as well as information about active bugs and pending fixes. This 
bug/fix information is handled in a straightforward manner since it is strictly local to 
a region R and, indeed, to the particular incarnation. The search algorithm ensures that 
all possible constraint/bug/fix options are explored as necessary. 
Note that region search could potentially allow outstanding bugs for all constraints 
to be tackled in any order; i.e., it could allow bug fixes for different constraints to be 
interleaved. The default COLLAGE search policy, however, does not allow this level of 
flexibility. Once COLLAGE chooses and checks a constraint, it will attempt to satisfy all 
of its bugs before it considers bugs for any other constraint. Section 6.3.2 describes ad- 
ditional default search heuristics utilized by COLLAGE. Backtracking through the choice 
points in a region incarnation will occur when a fix fails. If all possible combinations 
of choices within an incarnation fail, the search incarnation itself will fail. This will 
then cause backtracking into the global space, and ultimately, through previous region 
incarnations in that space. 
Search-lncarnation( R) 
CurrentPlanR t Incorporate-Consistency-Updates(R) 
While there are active constraints in CurrentPlanR 
CHOICE POINT: Choose C from set of active constraints in CurrentPlanR 
Bugs + Checkc ( CurrentPlanR) 
Add Bugs to AllBugs 
bugloop: While AllBugs is not empty 
CHOICE POINT: Choose B from AllBugs 
CHOICE POINT: Choose Fix from set of possible fixes for B 
CurrentPlanR + Fix( B, CurrentPlanR) 
Remove B from AllBugs 
If all bugs for a constraint C have been removed and 
there are no activations since it was last checked, 
Add (deactivate C > to LmalPlanR 
Return CurrentPlanR 
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6.3. Global search 
Search within a region incarnation is concerned with satisfying region constraints. In 
contrast, the global search space tries to assure that all regions with active constraints 
are incarnated so that their constraints can be satisfied. The global search mechanism 
must also assure that all reasoning within an incarnation is performed on a consistent 
plan. The basic scheme for maintaining consistency is fairly simple: 
Before searching a region incarnation, make sure the region’s current plan is 
consistent with respect to the current plans of all other regions. After completing 
a region incarnation, take note of which local plans have been changed. Update 
the consistency agenda to ensure that these local plans are ultimately incorporated 
into other relevant regions. 
The simplicity of this scheme is based on the fact that region incarnations are searched in 
sequence. 22 The notion of the current plan for a region R is integral to this approach. 
The current plan of a region R is essentially the plan associated with the last node 
visited in an R incarnation-i.e., its most recent plan. There are cases, however, where 
the current plan for R may be updated between the end of its last incarnation and the 
beginning of its next incarnation. This may occur as a result of interim consistency 
maintenance steps that occur due to new information generated by interacting regions 
(see next section). Note that if search ever backtracks to the root node and out of an 
R incarnation, R’s current plan must be reset to the value it had at that point-typically 
the outgoing plan of its previous incarnation, or the initial R plan (usually empty), if 
no such incarnation exists. 
The structure used to keep track of outstanding consistency-related information is the 
consistency agenda. Each global node is associated with consistency agenda information, 
along with pointers to the current plans for each region. Consistency agenda information 
is represented by a set of pairs of form (RI R2), which indicates that the current plan 
of R2 must be integrated into the current plan of RI. Typically, R2 will be a subregion 
of Rl. However, there are also cases in which R2 is an ancestor of RI. Such updates 
ensure that R2’s additions to RI’s local plan are made aware to RI itself. 
The top level global search algorithm is provided below. It repeatedly chooses a region 
R with active constraints, searches an R incarnation (which, you will recall, begins with 
a consistency maintenance step), and when it is finished, updates the consistency agenda 
based on the changes made as a result of that incarnation. COLLAGE successfully returns 
a global plan (consisting of the final current-plans for each region) if it finds that it has 
no more regions with active constraints. 
If search within a particular incarnation fails, COLLAGE could potentially backtrack to 
the choice of an active region R and choose another region. However, since the current 
default policy is not to backtrack through AND-nodes, COLLAGE does not currently 
choose an alternative region. Instead, it will backtrack to the previous region incarnation 
**Although COLLAGE currently searches regions sequentially, a localized search framework could also 
serve as a natural testbed for distributed reasoning. In particular, if two regions do not overlap, they could be 
searched in parallel. 
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in the global space before R (say, region S) and commences backtracking through S’s 
incarnation. To maintain consistency, the current plans for R and S must be updated 
appropriately when this occurs. 
Note that Global-Search assumes that, at the start of planning, the initial current- 
plan for each region R is associated with the initial activation status for each of R’s 
constraints. While searching the global space, COLLAGE determines the set of regions 
with active constraints (the “region agenda”) by examining: ( 1) the current plans for 
each region to see if they contain pending constraint activations; and (2) the consistency 
agenda to determine if there are pending plan-integration steps that might yield even 
more constraint activations for the various regions. Thus, the global “region agenda” 
depicted in Fig. 4 is actually derived from the set of current plans and the consistency 
agenda. 
/* Note: Variables of the form CurrentPlanR are treated as globals.*/ 
Global-Search 
While there are regions with activated constraints 
CHOICE POINT: Choose a region with active constraints, R 
OldCurrentPlan~ t CurrentPlanR 
CurrentPlanR +- Search-Incarnation(R) 
Update-Consistency-Agenda( R, OldCurrentPlanR, CurrentPlanR) 
Perform any remaining consistency updates 
Return global plan, consisting of current plans for all regions. 
Update-Consistency-Agenda( R, OldCurrentPlanR, CurrentPlanR) 
ChangedRegions + {S E desc* (R) 1 S has a different local plan 
in CurrentPlanR than in OldCurrentPlanR). 
For each S in ChangedRegions, S # R 
I* Make sure R’s changes to a subregion S are made known to S *I 
Add (S R) to ConsistencyAgenda 
I* Make sure that R’s changes to a subregion S 
are known to all ancestors T of S *I 
For each T such that descendunt(?; S) and T # R 
Add (T S> to ConsistencyAgenda 
6.3. I. Consistency maintenance 
Below are the algorithms used for creating a newly consistent plan. Incorporate- 
Consistency-Updates(R) is the top-level procedure called at the beginning of each new 
incarnation for a region R. First it forms a consistent CurrentPlan by incorporating 
any pending plan updates on the consistency agenda. In so doing, new current-plans for 
subregions of R may also be created. Next, temporal closure and binding propagation 
occur within the newly formed CurrentPhR. The resulting plan is returned, ready for 
use within the new incarnation. 
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The Consistency-Update procedure for R processes each pending pair of the form 
(R S) on the consistency agenda. If S is an ancestor of R, then the local plan for R 
within CurrentPlans is substituted into CurrentPlanR. Note that there can only be one 
such pair on the agenda, so no race conditions occur between multiple ancestors of R. 
To see why this is true, suppose that there are two ancestors of R, Sl and S2. If Sl 
is searched first and it modifies a local plan for R, then both (R Sl) and (S2 R) will 
be placed on the consistency agenda. When S2 is then searched, both of these pending 
consistency updates will be processed and discarded before S2 begins its search. Thus, 
for any given R, only one pair of the form (R S) where S is an ancestor of R can be 
on the agenda at any given time. 
The other type of consistency-update pair, (R S) where S is a descendant of R, is 
handled in a straightforward way. First, a new CurrentPlans is formed, and then that 
plan is inserted into CurrentPlanR. Note that COLLAGE actually utilizes a slightly more 
efficient version of Consistency-Update than the one presented below, which attempts 
to process the pending update pairs in a more optimal order-essentially a bottom-up 
ordering over the subregion structure. 
Incorporate-Consistency-Updates(R) 
OldCurrentPlanR +-- CurrentPlanR 
I* Create a newly consistent CurrentPlanR *I 
CurrentPlanR + Consistency-Update(R) 
/* Temporally close new current-plan relative to old current-plan */ 
CurrentPlanR +-- Temporally-Close(CurrentPlanR, OldCurrentPlanR) 
I* Prop,agate bindings in the new current-plan 
relative to the state of the old current-plan */ 
CurrentPlanR + Propagate-Bindings( CurrentPlanR, OldCurrentPlanR) 
Return CurrentPlanR 
Consistency- Update( R) 
For each pair (R S> in ConsistencyAgenda 
If descendant( S, R) then 
ReplaceL.ocalPlan( R, CurrentPlanR, CurrentPlans) 
Else 
1” Make sure CurrentPlans is consistent *I 
Cw-entPlans c Consistency-Update( S) 
ReplaceSubRegionPlan(S, CurrentPlanR, CurrentPlans) 
Remove all pairs (R S> from ConsistencyAgenda 
Return CurrentPlanR 
I 
Next we come to Temporally-Close. This procedure closes over the relations that have 
been added to R since the last incarnation of R. To further enhance the efficiency of 
this process, the only relations that are closed are those that could result in predeces- 
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SOT information crossing over regional boundaries. This heuristic avoids closing over 
information that has already been closed over locally and that could have no possible 
inter-regional effect. The Close procedure was described in Section 5.4. 
Temporally-Close( CurrentPlans, OldCurrentPlanR) 
I* Get the newly added temporal relations */ 
NewRelations t Temporal relations in CurrentPlans - OldCurrentPlanR 
For each (a -> b) in NewRelations 
LocalPlans c Local plan that contains (a -> b) 
If a or b itself is related to any action belonging to a region T # S then 
Close( (a -> b), CurrentPlanR) 
Return CurrentPlanR 
Finally we come to Propagate-Bindings. This procedure is essentially identical to 
Temporally-Close except that it propagates new bindings rather than closing over new 
relations. As in Temporally-Close, only new bindings are considered and only those 
which might cause changes outside of the local plan in which they were added. As 
described in Section 5.4, Propagate uses an algorithm based on AC-3. However, the 
method used for satisfying each binding requirement depends on the nature of the 
requirement. 
Propagate-Bindings(CurrentPlanR, OldCurrentPlanR) 
/* Get the newly added binding information */ 
NewBindinglnfo + Binding info in CurrentPlanR - OldCurrentPlanR 
For each binding in NewBindingInfo 
LocalPlans + Local plan that contains binding 
If binding pertains to a variable related to a variable outside of S then 
Propagate( binding, CurrentPlans) 
Return CurrentPlanR 
6.3.2. Search heuristics 
In principle, any COLLAGE search node can be associated with heuristics that control 
the order in which choices are tried-or if any choices are tried at all. By default, the 
system uses the heuristics provided below, which limit the completeness of its search 
space. These heuristics enable COLLAGE to attain a level of planning performance that 
is practical for the domains we have encountered thus far. 
l Constraint choice heuristic: Apply activated action constraints first, decompose 
constraints second, temporal/causal and all-match constraints third, and pattern 
constraints last. The underlying rationale here is to focus first on adding new 
actions into the plan and second on refining their ordering. Do not try alternative 
constraint orderings upon backtracking. 
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l Bug choice heuristic: Bugs are tackled in some random order. Do not try alternative 
bug orderings upon backtracking. 
l Region choice heuristic: Incarnate regions in an order which causes the system to 
focus on the highest priority constraints first (see constraint choice heuristic). Thus, 
incarnate regions with activated action constraints first and regions with activated 
pattern constraints (and no active action constraints) last. Upon backtracking, do 
not try alternative region orderings. 
To see why the these heuristics are necessary for practical planning, notice that all 
three concern AND-choices-i.e. all active constraints, bugs, and regions must ultimately 
be tackled. Full backtracking through such nodes would result in n! possible ordering 
choices over a set of n active constraints, bugs, or regions. In contrast, OR-choice nodes 
(e.g. fix-choices, where only one fix need be successfully applied per bug) are fully 
backtrackable. 
The global search process in COLLAGE will search through activated regions in some 
order consonant with the region choice heuristic above. Backtracking is chronological 
through the selected region order. Notice that in some cases this strategy can be sub- 
optimal. For instance, suppose we have two disjoint active regions Rl and R2 and that 
we first search Rl and next R2. If search fails within the R2 incarnation, COLLAGE 
will backtrack through the (irrelevant) Rl incarnation before it returns to some pre- 
vious incarnation for a region possibly more relevant to (i.e. overlapping with) R2. 
Although this kind of phenomenon has not posed any problems in our experience, 
there are straightforward ways to remedy it. First, we could use a better search heuris- 
tic that incarnates regions according to how they are interrelated. This already tends 
to happen, since simultaneously active regions often overlap (because they were most 
likely activated by related plan modifications). Another solution would be to allow for 
more directed forms of backtracking-e.g. allowing search to backtrack directly to an 
incarnation for a region that interacts with R2. This strategy would be fairly simple 
to implement in COLLAGE, since all agenda information is stored in a node-relative 
fashion. 
6.4. Bemfits and pit$alls of localized reasoning 
In order to better understand the benefits and tradeoffs of localized search, we have 
studied the technique both analytically and empirically. We begin this section by describ- 
ing the kinds of savings that localization can potentially provide. We then summarize 
results from past analytical studies [24] and provide some new empirical results. 
Let us consider a search space in which each node is associated with a plan and each 
arc is associated with a plan-construction operation. There are at least three ways of 
improving planning costs in this framework: 
( 1) Lowering the cost of each plan-construction operation. 
(2) Reducing search space size, by lowering the branching factor at each node or by 
reducing search depth. 
(3) Using search heuristics that guide the order in which plan-construction operations 
are applied. This kind of improvement can reduce backtracking within the space 
and may also improve solution quality. 
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Localization can be viewed from several perspectives. In the problem representation 
dimension, it provides a means for partitioning the overall problem description, thereby 
more precisely defining the semantic scope of problem constraints. Likewise, in the 
plan representation dimension, localization provides guidelines for partitioning a plan 
into plan fragments. The plan-construction algorithms may then be applied to these 
smaller fragments rather than the entire global plan, thereby potentially reducing plan- 
construction cost. In the control dimension, localization may be viewed as a heuristic 
for partitioning the overall search space, thereby reducing the branching factor at each 
search node and guiding how that space is searched. Thus, in terms of the search benefits 
described above, localization has the potential to provide all three. We now consider 
these points in more detail. 
Plan construction cost. As we have already described, each constraint check and fix 
is applied only to a region plan rather than a global plan. If plan construction costs are 
related to total plan size, this kind of savings can make an otherwise intractable problem 
much more manageable. In our experience with COLLAGE thus far, the plan construction 
cost most sensitive to plan size is temporal closure (the same would be true of temporal 
inference). The empirical results at the end of this section demonstrate how significant 
savings have been attained by localizing this closure process. Such savings are especially 
significant for large temporally complex domains like the building-construction domain. 
Of course, one downside to localized closure is that relations inferrable within a 
global context may not be recorded. As a result, the search savings attained do have 
a price. However, it can be argued that since a problem’s region structure is explicit, 
any resulting closure limitations are equally explicit. In a sense, a problem’s localization 
structure semantically defines what is “correct” for that problem. A user is free to define 
this localization structure to capture any closures felt to be necessary. 
Search space size. Even in a global context, COLLAGE’S use of constraint-activation 
limits the set of applicable constraints at each node. Localization lowers this potential 
branching factor even further, since only active region constraints are considered within 
each region space. Since constraints associated with other regions are usually “less 
relevant” within the context of a particular region, removing them from consideration 
essentially eliminates redundancy within the search space; other regions’ constraints can 
be tackled later with little or no effect on the form of the final plan. Eliminating search- 
space redundancy in the context of STRIPS-based planning has also been studied by 
other planning researchers [ 141. 
Note, however, that this particular kind of savings on search-space size is currently 
not a great factor in COLLAGE. This is because we do not, by default, backtrack through 
alternative constraint-orderings. If all possible constraint orderings were tried, the savings 
provided by limiting the constraint-choice options would be very significant. 
Localization also has an effect on search space depth-i.e. the depth of each of the 
regional spaces is much less than the depth of a global search space. Because COLLAGE 
utilizes an inheritance-based plan storage mechanism whose cost is related to the size 
of the plan-inheritance chain (i.e. search depth), this lowered search depth does lower 
the cost of plan lookup (thk). 
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Search heuristics. Finally, consider the search heuristics provided by localization. By 
using agendas that monitor constraint activation, COLLAGE applies only those constraints 
relevant to changed portions of the plan. Moreover, COLLAGE “clumps” constraint appli- 
cation on a regional basis, addressing all activated constraints within a particular region 
before moving on to another region’s search space. By design, the constraints within the 
same regi’on tend to be the ones most related to one another (they constrain each other 
most tightly). Thus, localization leads to a constraint ordering (and backtracking) that 
tends to minimize plan conflicts as rapidly as possible. 
The issue of regional “thrashing”. Some have argued that since COLLAGE regions 
can overlap and search may, as a result, bounce back and forth between region spaces, 
there is little to be gained by localizing constraints. Certainly this would be true if a 
domain’s constraints were completely homogeneous in their level of interaction with 
each other-i.e. all constraints interacted. But this is quite rare in realistic (non-puzzle) 
domains. Indeed, all of our empirical tests have shown that localization can be an even 
bigger win when a domain contains regions of overlap-especially in domains in which 
there is a great deal of backtracking (see Section 6.4.2). 
To understand why, first remember that this “bouncing” back and forth between 
the constraints belonging to different regions would also occur in a global space that 
includes those constraints. The gain provided by localization is that the most highly 
related constraints (those within the same region) tend to be applied in proximity to 
each other. Since less relevant constraints are not interspersed among them, major savings 
can be attained when a lot of backtracking is required-i.e. irrelevant backtracking is 
minimized. This phenomenon is clearly demonstrated in the empirical tests described in 
the next section. 
6.4.1. Analytical studies 
Since the benefits provided by localized search depend on the particular constraints 
and localization structure used for a problem, it is difficult to provide general analytical 
results that apply to all planning problems. However, we have found some success by 
performing an analysis within the context of an idealized localized reasoning scenario. 
These results were reported elsewhere [ 241 and are summarized in this section. Despite 
the idealized nature of this analysis, our empirical experience with COLLAGE jibes with 
the results we obtained. 
The analytical study described in [24] compared the search cost of a non-localized 
domain with that of the same domain, partitioned into a set of m regions, each of 
which overlapped with a single shared region. We assumed that the localized do- 
main’s constraints were evenly distributed among the m + 1 regions and that the fi- 
nal plan’s actions were evenly split among the m regions. The region of overlap was 
assumed to overlap equally with all m regions-that is, the size of its final plan has 
mk ations in it, with k actions contributed by each of the m regions. Our analysis 
also made several strong assumptions about how many actions were added by each 
constrain1 fix. We also assumed that constraint cost could be estimated by plan size 
(the number of actions in a plan). Results were obtained for best-case search (no 
backtracking necessary) and worst-case search (backtracking over the entire space), 
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given varying degrees of constraint complexity-i.e. we assumed that the constraints 
were either constant, linear, quadratic, or exponential in cost with respect to plan 
size. 
The results of this study indicated that, for this highly idealized scenario, localized 
search is in most cases much better than non-localized search. The only exceptions 
were constant-complexity best-case search (when there is essentially no reduction in the 
amount of the space searched nor in plan-construction cost due to plan size) or when 
the cost of consistency maintenance overshadows other costs. The amount by which 
localized search won over non-localized search was proportional to m (the degree of 
localization), but inversely proportional to mk (the amount of overlap). Thus, as might 
be expected, increasing the degree of localization is always worthwhile except for the 
resulting increased overlap and consistency maintenance costs. The gains of localized 
search become exponential as the complexity of the constraint algorithms increases and 
the amount of the space actually searched increases. As we will discuss in the next 
section, these results are supported by our empirical tests. 
One inference that can be made from these results is that localization provides the 
most gains when regions are decoupled-i.e. when a partitioning can be found that 
incurs minimal consistency maintenance costs. Unfortunately, such partitionings can be 
difficult to find in realistic domains. Indeed, one of the strengths of localized search 
is that, unlike other “divide-and-conquer” approaches, it does not require the problem 
solving process to be neatly decoupled. Other methods typically follow a “construct each 
plan separately, then combine” process, where the combination phase is dissimilar from 
the rest of the planning methodology and can be prohibitively expensive. As a result, 
complex overlapping partitionings are usually avoided. In contrast, rather than trying 
to avoid the inherent structural complexity and interdependencies of realistic problems, 
localization embraces them. It provides a technique for coping with regional interaction, 
shifting search back and forth between regions, rather than requiring that the planning 
process be neatly partitioned. Moreover, COLLAGE'S planning methods remain the same, 
whatever the partitioning structure is-global or structurally complex. 
The quest for “neat” partitionings can actually be the downfall of techniques such as 
abstraction [5,17,20]. Abstraction has been used to reduce search costs (in traditional 
planning frameworks) by partitioning the problem search space into “abstraction levels”. 
Each level is associated with a set of goals and preconditions to be attained at that level. 
The planning process starts by creating a plan at the highest level of abstraction. This 
high-level plan then serves as a starting point for planning at the next level of detail, 
with the process continuing until a plan at the lowest level of detail is formed. At 
each level, more state information is added into the problem definition to create a more 
complex planning problem. 
Since abstraction-based search cannot revisit a preceding level except via backtracking, 
a good abstraction partitioning is one that guarantees monotonic+-i.e. if a solution 
exists for a particular level, it can be found by refining a solution found at the preceding 
level, without disturbing established requirements. Unfortunately, such partitionings are 
difficult to find for realistic domains. For example, Knoblock’s technique for determining 
abstraction levels [ 171 assures monotonicity, but often at the price of a collapse in the 
level structure. Although localization in general does not guarantee that each region 
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Fig. 11. Run-times for office building test suite (no backtracking required. 
will be searched only once, it nevertheless provides powerful search reduction benefits, 
often surpassing those obtained using abstraction. One reason for this is that localization 
can exploit a problem’s structure, even if it is not “neat”. To read more about the 
relationship between localization and abstraction as well our work on automatically 
generating localizations based on constraint scope and abstraction, see [ 28,291. 
6.4.2. Empirical studies 
In this section we discuss three suites of empirical tests conducted in office-building 
construction domains. The domain for the first test suite is a replica of one used by 
the SIPE-2 planner [ 16,431. Indeed, the inadequacy of SIPE in handling the temporal 
complexity of this domain was the motivating force behind the redesign of SIPE resulting 
in SIPE-2. 
Five different COLLAGE localizations of the SIPE-2 domain were utilized in the first 
test suite: a non-localized partitioning (global), three handcrafted localizations (high, 
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Table 1 
Time for temporal closure (in CPU minutes) 
Number global high med 
of floors 
low scoped 
1 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 
2 2.9 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 
3 5.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 
4 9.9 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.1 
5 15.7 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.1 
6 23.5 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.2 
7 35.4 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.2 
8 49.3 1.6 1.3 1.2 0.2 
9 68.5 1.9 1.4 1.4 0.2 
10 90.4 2.2 1.6 1.5 0.3 
I1 118.6 2.5 1.9 1.7 0.3 
med, and low), and a scope-based localization (scoped) automatically generated by the 
LOC localization generator (see Section 7.4). Localization high contains the highest 
degree of localization. It contains a separate region for each action type, and for some 
action types, a separate generated region for each action instance created. Localization 
med has a much coarser degree of localization. Related action types and constraints are 
merged into the same region. This is also true of low. It is similar to med, but further 
collapses some region hierarchies. Both med and low have a structure very similar to 
that of scoped, which was automatically generated by LOC using constraint-scope-based 
heuristics. 
The graph in Fig. 11 provides total cpu run-time for all localizations, which were 
applied to a suite of office building problems ranging in size from one to eleven floors, 
with an identical floor plan on each floor. The graph also provides timing results for 
SIPE-2, which was applied to exactly the same problem suite [ 161. As can be seen, all 
of the localized cases perform better than global, which in turn performs better (in the 
long run) than SIPE-2. 
Since there is no backtracking in this version of the construction domain, most of 
the savings of the localized cases are attributable to lowered plan-construction cost. In 
particular, the most significant cost reduction is attributable to temporal closure. Table 1 
provides time spent on temporal closure for all of the COLLAGE test cases. Though 
the skeletal temporal structures of the plans generated by all of the localizations were 
the same, the localized cases include far fewer temporal relations than global. This is 
because localized planning generates only those closure relations derivable in the context 
of a region plan, as discussed earlier. 
It is also clear that scoped, med, and low perform better than high. This is because 
the scope-based heuristics used by LOC (which also served as the prime heuristics in 
the design of med and low) remove unnecessary regions and overlap. As a result, these 
localizations have lower consistency maintenance costs. It is also interesting to note 
that LOC generates a localization quite similar to our best hand-crafted localizations, 
supporting its viability as a localization generator. 
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Finally, perhaps the most interesting result is the performance of COLLAGE relative 
to that of SIPE-2. Although these results are admittedly for entirely different planners 
implemented on different hardware, it is clear that the derivatives of the COLLAGE 
curves inNcrease much more slowly than that of the SIPE-2 curve. Indeed, even the 
global curve starts to smooth out. In contrast, SIPE-2’s performance was estimated to be 
0( n2.4) in the size of the building [ 161. Since temporal closure in global is complete, 
this result can only be attributed to the method of planning used, not reduced plan-size 
nor reduced temporal closure costs (indeed, SIPE-2 does not even perform complete 
closure). Thus, this result is the best proof we have to date of the relative efficiency 
of the act:ion-based plan construction algorithms compared to state-based planning, even 
without the use of localization. 
What happens where there is backtracking? 
Our second and third test suites were designed to test the efficacy of localization in do- 
mains with extensive backtracking. Once again, the domain area is building-construction 
planning. Backtracking is introduced by adding resource information to the contractor 
tasks and additional constraints that require resource utilization to to be optimized in 
particular ways. Note that IZO temporal relations are used in these test suites, so no gains 
can be attributed to localization of the temporal closure process. 
In contrast to our first test suite, the second and third suites focus only “room- 
finishing” tasks by the plumbing, electrical, painting, and carpetting contractors. Each 
contractor action is augmented by three parameters modelling the choice of a contractor 
tool, the cost the action, and the quality of the action. For example 
:action-type (painting ?f_floor ?t_tool ?p_price ?q_quality) 
provides the action-type definition for a painting action. The domain knowledge base 
and constraints allow each contractor action to choose from one of two possible tools 
for a particular action-type. For example, there are two possible painting tools. The 
choice of tool will either increase or decrease both quality and price (a better tool costs 
more but (does a better job). The tool-options, costs, and quality measures are defined in 
the knowledge base by facts of the form (task-price-quality ?tsk_task ?t_tool 
?p_price ?q_quality). For example, 
(task-price-quality 
painting-task painting-tooll_tool 20_price lO_quality) 
(task-price-quality 
painting-task painting-tool2_tool 15_price S-quality) 
provides information about the cost/quality information for the two painting tools. 
Backtracking behavior is achieved by requiring that the final plan achieve a balance 
between sufficient quality and cost limitations. In other words, COLLAGE must find a 
plan that sufficiently optimizes the cost/quality ratio. The requirements can be described 
as follows.: 
l Each contractor class is limited to a fixed budget. For example, the total cost of all 
painting actions must not exceed a prescribed cost limitation. 
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l Each contractor class must meet a prescribed quality rating. For example, the 
average quality of all painting actions must exceed a prescribed quality minimum. 
The third test suite includes yet another quality constraint: 
l The average quality of all actions on a particular floor must exceed a prescribed 
quality-rating. Thus, for example, given all finishing tasks for floor 2 (ranging over 
all types of contractor actions), the average of their quality parameter values must 
exceed a specified number. 
The contractor-class budget limitations, contractor-class quality requirements, and floor 
quality requirements are all defined by facts in the knowledge base. 
Note that we have also implemented versions of the construction domain that perform 
metric-time assignment and metric-time propagation (see Appendix B) . If we designed 
a domain that coupled this capability with the resource-based reasoning used for the test 
suites, COLLAGE would demonstrate the capability of a full-blown planner/scheduler, 
with both metric-time reasoning and resource assignment and optimization. 
Figs. 12 and 13 provide the results for the two test suites that incorporate cost/quality- 
motivated backtracking. The first suite includes only the first two cost/quality constraints. 
A balance between cost and quality is only required within each contractor class. For 
the localized case, each contractor class is modelled as a distinct region. Thus, since all 
contractor tasks of the same type are handled together, backtracking occurs only within 
each contractor-class region. 
In contrast, the global version of the second test suite backtracks within a global 
space. Since reasoning about the various contractors is intermingled, backtracking often 
occurs through irrelevant constraints (pertaining to other types of contractors). As can 
be seen, this causes planning time for the global case to quickly explode. We could 
only achieve results for an office-building of size 3 before the planner ran out of space 
and time. In contrast, the localized case was able to quickly find a solution for all test 
cases-i.e. a building with IO floors. 
This behavior is exactly what our hypotheses have predicted. The localized version 
of this domain yields a planning space in which interrelated constraints are clustered 
and reasoned about together. Since this domain is appropriately and neatly partitioned, 
maximum gains are achieved. 
The last test suite is quite interesting because it shows what happens when there is 
inter-region backtracking. By adding the floor-quality requirement, search must back- 
track between contractor classes, balancing the choices made by the various kinds of 
contractors on each particular floor. As can be seen, the localized case also explodes- 
COLLAGE is only able to find a solution in a problem with up to 5 floors. But, once 
again, the global case does even worse. With a growth rate that is even greater, the 
global test suite can only find a plan for a building with up to 3 floors. Clearly, when 
extensive inter-region backtracking is a factor, localization provides some help but is not 
a panacea. This problem is difficult, plain and simple! 
In summary, we believe that these last two test suites underscore the importance and 
efficacy of localization for complex domains. If constraint interactions can be sufficiently 
localized and if temporal complexity is great, it is clear that localization can render 
planning problems with potentially exponential growth problems fairly harmless. In our 
tests, we have shown that linear growth can be achieved in many cases. 
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Fig. 12. Backtracking only within each contractor-class region. 
7. Current work 
Current research with COLLAGE is progressing on several fronts. In addition to ex- 
tending lhe constraint library in order to handle the requirements of new application 
domains (especially image-processing planning), we are also enhancing the COLLAGE 
architecture in several ways. This section discusses five current foci of the COLLAGE 
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Fig. 13. Backtracking within and across contractor-class regions. 
project: “flexi-time” constraint activation and satisfaction; user integration into the plan- 
ning process; a study of the relationship between action-based and state-based planning; 
further work with localized search, including the development of the LOC localiza- 
tion generator: and the development of a web-based planning environment focussed 
on image-processing planning, but available for general domain-independent use as 
well. 
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7.1, Flexi-time constraints 
Because of the coordination-intensive nature of our target domains, it is important 
to do most planning in advance of execution. For instance, the general contractor at a 
building site must plan most of the construction process in advance-a large structure 
cannot be planned “reactively”. However, complex real-world domains also require run- 
time plan modification. This kind of reasoning can take at least two forms: 
( 1) Some constraints cannot usefully be applied until run-time-for example, run- 
time dispatch constraints that control access to resources. Such constraints should 
be deferred until they are truly applicable or satisfiable. 
(2) Unanticipated situations resulting from run-time errors, user intervention, an in- 
complete domain theory, or environmental factors may trigger the need for plan 
repairs. 
In order to meet these requirements, we are planning to extend the COLLAGE ar- 
chitecture to blend pre-execution search-based planning with more dynamic forms of 
reasoning. 23 We term this fusion of pre-planning with run-time reasoningJEexi-time con- 
straint satisfaction. The intuition is that a constraint should, in principle, be applicable 
at any time relative to execution. During pre-planning, constraints are activated by plan 
modifications made by the planner. However, during plan execution, it may be useful if 
constraints could also be activated in response to the run-time environment or the user. 
It might also be helpful if the constructed plan (or even the domain specification) could 
be dynamically modified, thereby causing further constraint-triggering and application. 
Note that the incorporation of flexi-time constraint satisfaction would enable COL- 
LAGE to (emulate reactive planning architectures. For example, given an enhanced dy- 
namic knowledge base and reactively-triggered decompose constraints, COLLAGE could 
emulate systems such as PRS or RAPS [9, lo]. In addition, using reactive decom- 
pose constraints with conditionalized decomposition alternatives would enable a highly 
flexible conditional form of plan-expansion. 
Unfortunately, backtracking in a plan-space search framework (where the order in 
which actions are added into the plan has no relationship with the order in which 
they are executed) becomes problematic once plan-execution has begun. How can one 
backtrack over a node if portions of the plan associated with that node have already 
been executed? We believe that the best solution is to conduct run-time planning much 
the same way a human would. Once execution has begun, backtracking is disabled; the 
current plan is subsequently “patched” and expanded. While information gleaned from a 
record of the prior search space can be useful, backtracking into the prior search space 
is usually not. 
Our currently planned strategy for flexi-time reasoning in COLLAGE will be to dis- 
allow backtracking once execution has begun. Given the plan constructed at any point 
in time, constraint-satisfaction search will proceed much as during pre-planning search, 
tackling constraints that are activated in response to newly provided information or user 
"Since our target domain class is not highly dynamic, we are not focusing on time-pressured run-time 
reasoning. Instead, our goal is to maintain plan correctness while providing flexibility in plan construction and 
repair. 
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directives. Obviously, however, plan-additions must be limited to those that will impact 
future execution only. 
A more difficult goal would be to allow for execution-time plan modifications, in- 
cluding deletions. This may cause new kinds of constraint-activations-e.g. in order 
to repair violations caused by plan information that is removed. Towards this end, we 
would need to incorporate an embedded “justification” for each plan action, relation, 
and binding. This justification structure would serve as a framework for tracking and 
correcting constraint violations. Such an approach is taken in Kambhampati’s work on 
plan reuse and modification [ 151. 
7.2. User-planner integration 
In our experience with coordination-intensive domains, we have come to recognize 
the importance of integrating the user into the planning process. If users have deep 
knowledge of a domain and a vested interest in the form of the final plan, they will 
not willingly utilize a planner unless it allows for their direct input. Unfortunately, the 
planning community has largely ignored this problem, though some recent work has 
begun on this front [ 341. Our attempt to deal with user-planner integration has resulted 
in the development of COLLIE, the COLLage Interface Environment. A COLLIE user 
can visualize the growing plan, inspect features of each action, relation, and binding, 
and understand the relationship between plan structure and domain constraints. Tools 
are provided for viewing a graphical representation of the domain localization struc- 
ture, visualizing the localized search process, and editing the domain description and 
knowledge base. Tracing and stepping options are provided for monitoring planning 
and execution. Ultimately, we hope to allow the user to interact more directly with the 
constraint activation and search control mechanism as well. 
7.3. Action-based vs state-based planning 
Our original interest in action-based representation and planning was rooted in the 
desire to develop natural ways of handling coordination requirements. As discussed at 
the beginning of this paper, we have found that people tend to think about activity 
coordination in terms of actions rather than in terms of the states surrounding those 
actions. In our experiences with COLLAGE thus far, it has been straightforward to 
describe and plan for several realistic domains without resorting to any traditional form 
of state-based reasoning. In this section we further discuss the relationship between 
action-based and state-based reasoning. 
Consider a construction requirement that tile be laid before faucets are inserted. In a 
traditional state-based formulation of this requirement, we would require that the state 
condition laid-tile hold before each faucet-insertion action and, additionally, that each 
tile-laying action add the state condition laid-tile. This is an unfortunately cumbersome 
way to encode such a simple requirement. For one thing, it is distributed among two 
action descriptors, rather than being stated in single compact form. Such distributed 
descriptions can be difficult to construct and maintain (and are also more difficult to 
localize). 
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One of the most distinctive features of action-based constraints is that they are compact 
and self-contained; requirements are stated with a single constraint. One might think of 
an action--based constraint as a “compiled” representation for several interacting state- 
based rules. For example, if there is only one way to achieve laid-tile and no foreseeable 
way of undoing or removing it, we can simply and directly state the required temporal 
relationship between tile-laying and faucet-insertion actions: 
: constraint (tempbefore 
:actions ((lay-tile) (insert-faucet))) 
Even if there are several ways to achieve laid-tile, the above constraint could still be 
used. We would simply add a decompose constraint that decomposes lay-tile into 
each of the possible tile-laying methods, thereby attaining the same effect as allowing 
for many ways of “achieving” laid-tile. Finally, even when “clobberers” do exist (e.g., a 
tile-removing action strip-tile), we can often use an a pattern constraint to represent 
desired forms of behavior. For instance, the pattern 
( (lay-tile -> strip-tile)*-> -> lay-tile -> insert-faucet ) 
would allow tile to be repeatedly laid and stripped, but ultimately, a lay-tile action 
must be the last tile-related action before insert-faucet. In contrast, a state-based 
representation would describe how each of these action types “add” or “delete” laid-tile. 
While Istate-based specifications can be most useful for some domains, we have found 
that a mixture of decompose, temporal/causal, all-match, and pattern constraints have 
been sufficient to naturally express the requirements of realistic (i.e. not puzzle-based) 
domains. If human planning experts do tend to think in an action-based way, this comes 
as no surprise! There are also cases in which action-based constraints are clearly more 
natural to use. For example, though expensive, pattern constraints provide expressive 
power that would be extremely awkward to emulate using STRIPS action descriptors. 
The tempafter and cause constraint forms also have less obvious analogues in tradi- 
tional backchaining planners. This is because traditional planners satisfy preconditions 
in order to assure the “safety” of operator use, but do not assure eventualities (other 
than goals) that depend on the emerging form of the plan. Consider, for example, the 
following constraint which adds install-escape-ladder actions only when a balcony 
is being built and only above the third floor. 
: constraint 
(tempaf ter 
:condition ((fact (floor ?floor)) 
(test (> ?floor 3))) 
:actions ((build-balcony ?floor ?coordi ?coord2) 
(install-escape-ladder ?floor ?coord2 ?coord2))) 
Conditionalized decomposition constraints can also lead to the same kind of conditional 
plan growth. 
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Of course, there are some ways in which “state” does manifest within an action- 
based framework. Consider COLLAGE’s use of conditions, for example. A constraint 
condition may be viewed as describing the “states” in which the constraint should 
be applied. Indeed, such conditions often serve a function similar to those played by 
filter conditions. For instance, the condition used by the constraint above restricts the 
situations in which install-escape-ladder actions are added. 
KnowledgeBase can also be viewed as a repository of state information, Consider how 
it is used to define goals-e.g., the facts defining a building structure. The initial state 
of a construction problem (e.g., a definition of available resources) is also supplied in 
KnowledgeBase. And if we extended KnowledgeBase to allow for dynamic addition of 
facts, it could be used to track the state of the world during plan execution, much as in 
reactive planners. 
Another way to incorporate state-based reasoning within COLLAGE would be to di- 
rectly reason in terms of the modal truth criterion. Although we have not found the need 
for such measures in our application domains, there certainly are some kinds of require- 
ments most naturally handled in this way. Indeed, COLLAGE’S predecessor planning 
system, GEMPLAN, fully incorporated state-based reasoning (with conditional effects) 
as a distinct constraint form [ 221. An alternative approach would be to use action-based 
constraints to “emulate” STRIPS-based reasoning. We have recently developed a suite 
of action, tempbefore, and binding constraints whose fixes implement a rudimentary 
version of establishment, promotion, separation, and demotion. These constraints use 
KnowledgeBase and the plan itself to store certain types of state information, and would 
require some some extensions to COLLAGE to implement. However, since we have not 
yet found the need for such reasoning in our targeted applications, we have not fully 
explored this approach. 
7.4. Localization studies 
One of the important goals of the COLLAGE project is to deepen our understanding of 
localized search. Section 6.4.2 described some of our progress thus far. In the future, we 
hope to conduct a more extensive empirical study that tests a variety of search strategies 
over a broader and more complex suite of problems in the office building domain. For 
example, we could further experiment with the following factors: 
l The amount of backtracking required, by varying resource limitations. 
l Constraint algorithm difJiculty, by varying the constraint forms utilized. 
l Domain localization structure, by using our automatic localization generator, LOC, 
to generate alternative localizations. 
Using the constraint and region agenda mechanisms and heuristics, we also hope to 
experiment with alternative search strategies. Another interesting test would be to vary 
the amount of temporal closure and consistency maintenance performed. The current 
strategy performs temporal closure at the end of each fix. A more relaxed approach 
would be to perform closure only at the end of each incarnation. 
In order to systematically generate alternative localizations for a problem, we have 
developed a localization generator, LOC [29], that searches through a “localization 
space”. The root node of the LOC space is associated with a highly partitioned local- 
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ization: each action type is associated with a region and each constraint is associated 
with a region that includes relevant “action-type” subregions. Each arc in this space is 
associated with a transform that either collapses a set of regions together or restructures 
the region topology. 
The overall goal of LOC is to remove regional overlap while still retaining as many 
localization benefits as possible. Eight distinct scope-based transforms have been iden- 
tified and implemented. These transforms only increase constraint scope and therefore 
do not affect plan correctness. In the future, we also plan to incorporate transforms that 
split a region up into multiple regions. Empirical testing could be used to determine the 
true scope of specific constraints and thereby provide information for further partitioning 
of the region structure. 
7.5. Web-based planning for image processing 
Over the past couple years, we have been applying COLLAGE towards automat- 
ing Earth science image processing tasks. As reported in previous papers [ 26,27,3 11, 
the planner has been successfully used to construct executable image processing data 
flows. Eac:h component of a data flow corresponds to an image processing operation 
(e.g., application of a particular image filtering algorithm). Given a particular sci- 
entific goal (e.g. “determine vegetation content on the ground for each pixel in this 
image”) and knowledge about the availability and nature of image processing algo- 
rithms and how they can be combined to achieve goals, the planner constructs a 
plan (data flow) which, after being executed, should yield the desired result. The 
planner can thus be viewed as a tool for automatic program synthesis, or alterna- 
tively, as a “component technology”-i.e. it constructs programs from given soft- 
ware components. A similar effort is the work being done at JPL on the Vicar sys- 
tem [4]. 
Thus far, our efforts on the image processing domain have been focussed on enhancing 
COLLAGE.% plan construction algorithms and developing modules for interfacing with 
image processing software packages. For example, we interfaced COLLAGE to the 
Khoros [36] image processing package so that COLLAGE plans can be translated into 
a form executable by Khoros. We also greatly enhanced COLLAGE'S variable-binding- 
requirement facility, allowing for plan variables that are embedded within complex data 
structures (e.g., lists and records composed of subvariables). This was necessary for 
the image processing domain, where plan variables typically correspond to complex 
image-processing-algorithm parameters or lists of such parameters. 
As we now look forward to providing a tool that is truly effective for users, we 
are faced with issues that center more around mode of use (i.e. how the planner is 
used) rather than its innate planning capability. One of the primary goals of the larger 
data processing framework we are working within (Goddard’s IIFS project [ 391) is 
enabling access by a wide user base to image processing products. The average user 
may not have the sophistication of an experienced Earth scientist (and thus requires 
the automatic generation of image processing data flows). Of course, such a user may 
also not have access to COLLAGE, let alone sophisticated image processing toolboxes 
and the requisite hardware for executing image processing steps. Thus, we have be- 
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gun to work towards a framework that allows image processing to be conducted over 
the world-wide web. The goal is to enable remote users to make data product re- 
quests to a sophisticated image-processing web-site, which then automatically gener- 
ates and executes image processing plans, yielding products that are sent back to the 
user. 
Of course, such a framework bears similarity to other work on web-based access to 
data pr0ducts-e.g. the work at IS1 on planning for access to web-based (or otherwise 
distributed) data bases [ 181. What we are adding to these efforts is the idea that the 
planning process itself can be an interactive process between a remote web-based user 
and the planner. The need for user/planner interaction over the web arises because of 
at least two factors: 
l The knowledge base for this kind of planning will largely be developed by users 
rather than the planner-developers. For example, scientists will wish to augment 
the task-decomposition knowledge base with methods for generating their own 
particular kinds of image products, which they could then share with others. 
l Scientific image processing is inherently iterative and interactive. Scientists usually 
need to repeatedly modify their image product requests based on results, and often 
wish to see intermediate results. 
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Fig. 14 depicts a possible architectural approach to a web-based planner for image 
processing. Along the perimeter are various modules with which users might directly 
interact. COLLAGE-specific modules along this perimeter include: an interactive user- 
manual/tutiorial for training users who access the web site; a specification-building 
tool for adding domain knowledge or modifying domain knowledge within an existing 
corpus (domain knowledge would include task decomposition strategies and fact-based 
knowledge about image processing-e.g., information about scientific quantities or about 
particular algorithms and packages) ; a tool for posting an image processing goal to COL- 
LAGE, which would then trigger a specific plan-construction process; and a (possibly 
interactive) tool for display of plans as they are being constructed or executed. In addi- 
tion to the COLLAGE-specific modules, the overall framework would include tools for 
direct access to image data bases and viewing of image products, and would possibly 
allow for direct interaction with image processing packages as well. 
In a typical scenario, we envision that a naive user might post a simple goal, which 
would then trigger image-processing plan construction, execution of that plan, and return 
to the user of the resulting image product. Alternatively, a more sophisticated user might 
add new domain knowledge via the spec-builder, and, after posting a goal, modify the 
resulting plan during or after plan construction-or even during plan execution. 
Of course, COLLAGE cannot support many of these capabilities right now. However, it 
can generate plans for simple goals and translate them into data flows that are displayable 
and executable by the Khoros image processing system [ 27,361. We have also developed 
extensive (domain-independent manual/tutorial and spec-builder modules, though they 
have not yet been hooked up to COLLAGE itself. The COLLAGE web-site can be 
accessed at: http://crunchy.gsfc.nasa.gov/collage/collage-greeting.htm~ 
8. Conclusion 
This paper presented COLLAGE, a planner that uses a diverse suite of action-based 
plan construction methods within a localized search framework. This unique approach 
to domain representation and planning is motivated by the requirements of logistical 
domains, which are highly coordination-intensive and can suffer from problems of scale. 
We showed how COLLAGE’S action-based constraints can naturally express coordination- 
based requirements and how they can obviate the need for reasoning methods based on 
the modal truth criterion. Moreover, in both analytical and empirical studies, we showed 
how localj.zed search can yield significant planning cost reduction, while still allowing 
for subproblem interactions. As a result, it provides a way for coping with large, realistic, 
and compllex planning domains. 
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Appendix A. Office building domain 
The following provides the region type definitions and region instances for the office 
building domain localization Zow described in Section 6.4.2. This is followed by type 
definitions and a fact data base for a particular problem instance-an L-shaped office 
building with a basement and two finished floors. 
As described earlier, each office building is described in terms of a set of pods. Each 
pod may be viewed as a cube-like building-block (see Fig. A.l). A pod definition 
contains a floor number and four coordinate points. The presence of a particular pod in 
the fact data base will result in the addition of four columns (for the specified floor, at 
the four specified coordinates), four walls (on that floor, between the four coordinates), 
four beams connecting the tops of the four columns, and a deck laid on top of the 
beams. Pods are “stacked” one on top of the other, with the deck of the top pod forming 
the “roof” and the columns of the bottom pod forming the foundational piers. 
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REGION TYPE DEFINITIONS 
;; FRAMIN(: ******************t**************************************************** 
;; BUILD RAW BEAMS 
(def-region-type all-beams-type 
:action-type (build-beam ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?cZ_coord) 
:constraint 
(action 
:label add-build-beam 
:condition ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?cl_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coordf)) 
:actions ((build-beam ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c2_coord) 
(build-beam ?f_floor ?c3_coord ?crl_coord) 
(build-beam ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c3_coord) 
(build-beam ?f_floor ?c2_coord ?c4_coord)))) 
;; BUILD RAW COLUMNS 
(def-region-type all-columns-type 
:action-type (build-column ?f_floor ?c_coord) 
:constraint 
(action 
:label add-build-column 
:condition ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?cl_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord))) 
:actions ((build-column ?f_floor ?cl_coord) 
(build-column ?f_floor ?c2_coord) 
(build-column ?f_floor ?c3_coord) 
(build-column ?f_floor ?c4_coord)))) 
;; BUILD RAW DECKS 
(def-region-type all-decks-type 
:action-type (build-deck ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?cd_coord ?c4_coord) 
:constra.int 
(action 
:label add-build-deck 
:condit,ion ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord))) 
:actions ((build-deck ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c2_coord ?cS_coord ?c4_coord)))) 
;; BUILD RAW WALLS 
(def-region-type all-walls-type 
:action-type (build-wall ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord) 
:constraint 
(action 
:label add-build-wall 
:condition ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord)) 
(test (> ?f_floor 0))) 
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:actions ((build-wall ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?cZ_coord) 
(build-wall ?f_floor ?c3_coord ?c4_coord) 
(build-wall ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c3_coord) 
(build-wall ?f_floor ?cZ_coord ?c4_coord)))) 
;; GROUND LEVEL 
(def-region-type groundlevel-type 
:action-type 
(build-footing ?c_coordl 
;; BUILD RAW FOOTINGS 
:constraint 
(action 
:label add-build-footing 
:condition ((fact (pod O-floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord))) 
:actions ((build-footing ?cl_coord) 
(build-footing ?c2_coord) 
(build-footing ?c3_coord) 
(build-footing ?crl_coord))) 
:constraint 
(all-match-before 
:label build-footing-before-build-column 
:actions ((build-footing ?c_coord) 
(build-column O-floor ?c_coordf))) 
;; CONSTRAINTS BETWEEN FRAME COMPONENTS **+******t*+*******t****:**:************** 
;; COLUMN-BEAM-NEXUS 
(def-region-type column-beam-nexus-type 
:constraint 
(tempbefore 
:label build-column-before-build-beam1 
:actions ((build-column ?f_floor ?cl_coord) 
(build-beam ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord))) 
:constraint 
('cempbefore 
:label build-column-before-build-beam2 
:actions ((build-column ?f_floor ?c2_coord) 
(build-beam ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord)))) 
;; BEAM-DECK-NEXUS 
(def-region-type beam-deck-nexus-type 
:constraint 
(tempbefore 
:label build-beam-before-build-deck1 
:actions ((build-beam ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord) 
(build-deck ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coordlll 
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:constraint 
(tempbefore 
:label huild-beam-before-build-deck2 
:actions ((build-beam ?f_floor ?c3_coord ?crl_coord) 
(build-deck ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord))) 
:constraint 
(tempbefcre 
:label build-beam-before-build-deck3 
:actions ((build-beam ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c3_coord) 
(build-deck ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord))) 
:constraint 
(tempbefcre 
:label build-beam-before-build-deck4 
:actiona, ((build-beam ?f_floor ?c2_coord ?c4_coord) 
(build-deck ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord)))) 
;; DECK-COLUMN-NEXUS 
(def-region-type deck-column-nexus-type 
:constraint 
(tempbefore 
:label build-deck-before-build-column1 
:condition ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coordf) 
(test (> ?f_floor 0)) 
(make (?belowf_floor (- ?f_floor 1)))) 
:actions: ((build-deck ?belowf_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord) 
(build-column ?f_floor ?cl_coord))) 
:constraint 
(tempbefore 
:label build-deck-before-build-column2 
:condition ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord)) 
(test (> ?f_floor 0)) 
(make (?belouf_floor (- ?f_floor 1)))) 
:actions ((build-deck ?belouf_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord) 
(build-column ?f_floor ?c2_coord))) 
:constrai.nt 
(tempbefore 
:label build-deck-before-build-column3 
:condition ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl._coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord)) 
(test (> ?f_floor 0)) 
(make (?belowf_floor (- ?f_floor 1)))) 
:actions ((build-deck ?belouf_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord) 
(build-column ?f_floor ?cJ_coord))) 
:constraint 
(tempbefore 
:label build-deck-before-build-column4 
:condition ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord)) 
(test (> ?f_floor 0)) 
(make (?belowf_floor (- ?f_floor If))) 
:actions ((build-deck ?belowf_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord) 
(build-column ?f_floor ?c4_coord)))) 
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;; BEAM-WALL-NEXUS 
(def-region-type beam-wall-nexus-type 
:constraint 
(all-match-before 
:label build-beam-before-build-wall 
:actions ((build-beam ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord) 
(build-wall ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord)))) 
;;; INTERIOR FINISHING **********ZI*t********************************************* 
(def-region-type all-floors-type 
:action-type (do-finish-floor ?f_floor) 
:action-type (dummy-first-finish-floor ?f_floor) 
:action-type (dummy-last-finish-floor ?f_floor) 
:constraint 
(action 
:label add-do-finish-floor 
:condition ((fact (floor ?f_floor)) 
(test (> ?f_floor 0))) 
:actions ((do-finish-floor ?f_floor))) 
:constraint 
(decompose 
:label decompose-do-finish-floor 
:action (do-finish-floor ?f_floor) 
:decompositions 
((:name :decompose-do-finish-floor 
:subactions 
(#l=(dummy-first-finish-floor ?f_floor) 
#2=(do-partitioning ?f_floor) 
#3=(do-ceiling ?f_floor) 
#4=(do-flooring ?f_floor) 
#5=(dummy-last-finish-floor ?f_floor)) 
:relations ((:before #I# #2#) 
(:before #I# #3#) 
(:before #I# #4#) 
(:before #2# #5#) 
(:before #3# #5#) 
(:before #4# #5#))))) 
:constraint 
(all-match-before 
:label do-drywall-before-do-ceiling-grid 
:actions ((do-drywall ?f_floor) 
(do-ceiling-grid ?f_floor))) 
:constraint 
(all-match-before 
:label suspended-ceiling-before-finish-flooring 
:actions ((suspended-ceiling ?f_floor) 
(finish-flooring ?f_floor))) 
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:constraint 
(tempbefore 
:label painting-before-finish-flooring 
:actions ((painting ?f_floor) 
(finish-flooring ?f_floor))) 
:constraint 
(all-match-before 
:label build-deck-before-do-finish-floor 
:actions ((build-deck ?f_floor ?ci_coord ?c2_coord ?cS_coord ?c4_coord) 
(do-finish-floor ?f_floorl)) 
:constraint 
(all-match-before 
:label build-wall-before-do-finish-floor 
:condition ((action (build-wall ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord)) 
(fact (external-wall ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?cl_coord))) 
:actions ((build-wall ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord) 
(do-finish-floor ?f_floor)))) 
;; PARTITIONING 
(def-region-type partitioning-type 
:action-type (do-partitioning ?f_floor) 
:action-type (m-and-e-wall-services ?f_floor) 
:action-type (drywall-studs ?f_floor) 
:action-type (taping ?f_floor) 
:action-type (painting ?f_floor) 
:action-type (wall-fixtures ?f_floor) 
:action-type (door-frames ?f_floor) 
:action-type (doors ?f_floor) 
:action-type (window-frames ?f_floor) 
:action-type (glazing ?f_floor) 
:action-type (do-drywall ?f_floor) 
:action-type (start-drywall ?f_floor) 
:action-type (finish-drywall ?f_floor) 
:constraint 
(decompose-reuse 
:label decompose-do-partitioning 
:action (do-partitioning ?f_floor) 
:decompositions 
((:nsme :decompose-do-partitioning 
:subactions (#i=(m-and-e-wall-services ?f_floor) 
#2=(drywall-studs ?f_floor) 
#3=(do-drywall ?f_floor) 
#4=(taping ?f_floor) 
#5=(painting ?f_floor) 
#6=(wall-fixtures ?f_floor) 
#'l=(door-frames ?f_floor) 
#d=(doors ?f_floor) 
#9=(window-frames ?f_floor) 
#iO=(glaxing ?f_floor)) 
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:relations ((:before #1# #4#) 
(:before #2# #3#) 
(:before #2# #7t) 
(:before #3# #4#) 
(:before #4# #5#) 
(:before #5# #6#) 
(:before #7# #8#) 
(:before #9# #iO#))))) 
:constraint 
(decompose 
:label decompose-do-drywall 
:action (do-drywall ?f_floor) 
:decompositions 
((:name :decompose-do-drywall 
:subactions (#i=(start-drywall ?f_floor) 
#2=(finish-drywall ?f_floor)) 
:relations ((:before #I# #2#))))) 
:constraint 
(all-match-before 
:label m-and-e-wall-services-before-finish-drywall 
:actions ((m-and-e-wall-services ?f_floor) 
(finish-drywall ?f_floor)))) 
; CEILING 
(def-region-type ceiling-type 
:action-type (do-ceiling ?f_floor) 
:action-type (m-and-e-ceiling-services ?f_floor) 
:action-type (suspended-ceiling ?f_floor) 
:action-type (ceiling-fixtures ?f_floor) 
:action-type (do-ceiling-grid ?f_floor) 
:action-type (start-ceiling-grid ?f_floor) 
:action-type (finish-ceiling-grid ?f_floor) 
:constraint 
(decompose 
:label decompose-do-ceiling 
:action (do-ceiling ?f_floor) 
:decompositions 
((:name :decompose-do-ceiling 
:subactions (#l=(m-and-e-ceiling-services ?f_floor) 
#2=(do-ceiling-grid ?f_floor) 
#3=(suspended_ceiling ?f_floor) 
#4=(ceiling-fixtures ?f_floor)) 
:relations ((:before #1# #3#) 
(:before #2# #3#) 
(:before #3# #4#))))) 
:constraint 
(decompose 
:label decompose-do-ceiling-grid 
:action (do-ceiling-grid ?f_floor) 
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:decompositions 
((:name :decompose-do-ceiling-grid 
:subactions (#i=(start-ceiling-grid ?f_floor) 
#2=(finish-ceiling-grid ?f_floor)) 
:relations ((:before #l# #2#))))) 
:constraint 
(all-match-before 
:label m-and-e-ceiling-services-before-finish-ceiling-grid 
:actions ((m-and-e-ceiling-services ?f_floor) 
(finish-ceiling-grid ?f_floor)))) 
;; FLOORING 
(def-region-type flooring-type 
:action-type (do-flooring ?f_floor) 
:action-type (start-flooring ?f_floor) 
:action-type (lay-carpet ?f_floor) 
:action-type (finish-flooring ?f_floor) 
:constraint 
(decompose 
:label decompose-do-flooring 
:action (do-flooring ?f_floor) 
:decompositions 
((:name :decompose-do-flooring 
:subactions (#l=(start-flooring ?f_floor) 
#2=(lay-carpet ?f_floor) 
#3=(finish-flooring ?f_floor)) 
:relations ((:before #I# #2#) 
(:before #2# #3#)))))) 
REGION INSTANCES 
(defregion (all-beams all-beams-type)) 
(defregion (all-columns all-columns-type)) 
(defregion (all-decks all-decks-type)) 
(defregion (all-walls all-walls-type)) 
(defregion (groundlevel groundlevel-type) 
:subregion all-columns) 
(defregion (column-beam-nexus column-beam-nexus-type) 
:subregion all-beams 
:subregion all-columns) 
(defregion (beam-deck-nexus beam-deck-nexus-type) 
:subregion all-beams 
:subregion all-decks) 
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(defregion (beam-wall-nexus beam-wall-nexus-type) 
:subregion all-beams 
:subregion all-walls) 
(defregion (deck-column-nexus deck-column-nexus-type) 
:subregion all-decks 
:subregion all-columns) 
(defregion (all-floors all-floors-type) 
:subregion all-decks 
:subregion all-walls 
:subregion (:generate (partitioning partitioning-type) 
:limit :infinity) 
:subregion (:generate (ceiling ceiling-type) 
:limit :infinity) 
:subregion (:generate (flooring flooring-type) 
:limit :infinity)) 
TYPE DEFINITIONS 
(def-var-type floor 
:supertype integer 
:enumerable nil 
:domain (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) 
:structured nil) 
(def-var-type int 
:supertype symbol 
:enumerable nil 
:structured nil) 
(def-var-type coord 
:supertype t 
:enumerable nil 
:structured t 
:slots ((x int) 
(y int))) 
KNOWLEDGE BASE: Office building with a basement and two finished floors 
(defpredicate (pod floor coord coord coord coord)) 
(defpredicate (floor floor)) 
(defpredicate (external-wall floor coord coord)) 
(deffact (floor O-floor)) 
(deffact (floor l-floor)) 
(deffact (floor 2_floor)) 
(deffact (pod O-floor (x O_int y l_int>_coord lx Lint y Lint)_coord 
Ix O_int y O_int>_coord Cx Lint y O_int>_coord)) 
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(deffact #(pod O-floor Cx l_int y l_int)_coord <x Z_int y l_int)_coord 
Cx l_int y O_int)_coord Cx Z_int y O_int>_coord)) 
(deffact [pod O-floor cx O_int y 2_intI_coord cx i_int y ?_intI_coord 
Cx O_int y i_int)_coord Cx l_int y i_int)_coord)) 
(deffact '[pod O-floor <x O_int y S_int)_coord Ix l_int y 3_intI_coord 
Cx O_int y 2_int)_coord Cx l_int y l_int>_coord)) 
(deffact '[pod l-floor Cx O_int y l_intI_coord Ix Lint y l_int>_coord 
Cx O_int y O_intI_coord TX l_int y O_int>_coord)) 
(deffact l:pod l-floor tx l_int y l_int)_coord Ix l_int y l_intI_coord 
Cx l_int y O_int)_coord (x 2_int y O_int)_coord)) 
(deffact #[pod l-floor <x O_int y 2_int)_coord cx l_int y l_int)_coord 
Cx O_int y i_int)_coord Cx l_int y l_int)_coord)) 
(deffact ':pod l-floor 4x O_int y S_int)_coord cx i_int y 3_intI_coord 
_Ex O_int y 2_int)_coord Ix l_int y l_int)_coord)) 
(deffact I:pod 2_floor Ix O_int y l_int>_coord Ix i_int y l_int)_coord 
<x O_int y O_int>_coord {x l_int y O_intI_coord)) 
(deffact ((pod 2_floor Ix l_int y l_int>_coord lx 2_int y l_intI_coord 
Cx l_int y O_int>_coord Cx 2_int y O_intI_coord)) 
(deffact ((pod 2_floor Cx O_int y P_int>_coord cx Lint y P_int)_coord 
{x O_int y i_int)_coord <x l_int y l_intI_coord)) 
(deffact ((pod l-floor Cx O_int y B_int)_coord Ix Lint y 3_int)_coord 
{X O_int y 2_int)_coord Ix i_int y 2_int)_coord)) 
(deffact t:extemal-wall i-floor {x O_int y i_int>_coord Ix O_int y O_int>_coord)) 
(deffact (external-wall i-floor Cx O_int y O_int)_coord Cx i_int y O_intI_coord)) 
(deffact (external-wall l-floor Cx l_int y O_intI_coord Ix 2_int y O_int)_coord)) 
(deffact (external-wall i-floor Cx 2_int y l_int>_coord Ix 2_int y O_int3_coord)) 
(deffact (external-wall l-floor Cx l_int y l_intI_coord Cx 2_int y l_int)_coord)) 
(deffact I:external-wall l-floor Cx O_int y 2_intI_coord Cx O_int y l_int>_coord)) 
(deffact IIexternal-wall l-floor Cx l_int y 2_int>_coord Cx Lint y l_int>_coord)) 
(deffact ((external-wall l-floor Cx O_int y S_intI_coord cx O_int y 2_int)_coord)) 
(deffact l(external-wall l-floor Cx Lint y 3_intI_coord Cx Lint y P_int>_coord)) 
(deffact ((external-wall l-floor Cx O_int y 3_intI_coord Cx l_int y J_int)_coord)) 
(deffact ((external-wall S-floor Cx O_int y l_intI_coord Cx O_int y O_int)_coord)) 
(deffact ((external-wall 2_floor Ix O_int y O_intI_coord cx Lint y O_intI_coord)) 
(deffact iexternal-wall 2_floor Cx i_int y O_intl_coord cx 2_int y O_int)_coord)) 
(deffact ((external-wall 2_floor Cx 2_int y l_intI_coord Cx 2_int y O_int)_coord)) 
(deffact l(external-wall 2_floor Cx i_int y l_intI_coord cx 2_int y i_int)_coord)) 
(deffact iexternal-wall 2_floor Cx O_int y Z_int)_coord Cx O_int y l_intI_coord)) 
(deffact I:external-wall 2_floor Cx l_int y 2_intI_coord Cx l_int y l_int3_coord)) 
(deffact Cexternal-wall 2_floor Ix O_int y S_int)_coord Cx O_int y l_int>_coord)) 
(deffact (external-wall 2_floor Ix Lint y B_intI_coord Ix Lint y 2_intI_coord)) 
(deffact (external-wall 2_floor <x O_int y 3_intI_coord Cx l_int y 3_intI_coord)) 
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Appendix B. Metric-time office building domain 
Below are some sample constraints from the metric-time version (i.e. scheduling 
version) of the office building construction domain. Each action is associated with a 
time-interval parameter representing the interval in which the action takes place. The 
binding requirements associated with the constraints below assure that each action is of 
some minimum duration (i.e. that the end of the action interval is at least some defined 
amount of time after the beginning of the action interval). 
If actions’ types are declared as “metric” and the actions are interrelated by tempo- 
ral precedence relationships, COLLAGE automatically assures that their respective time 
assignments are appropriately updated and propagated. For example, the decompose 
constraint below would cause the end of the p-wall-services action to precede the 
beginning of the e-wall-services action. Moreover, the interval of the high-level 
do-wall-services action would be updated to encompass the intervals of its subac- 
tions. 
;; SAMPLE METRIC TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTION-TYPE DEFINITIONS 
:metric-action-type (build-deck ?i_interval ?f_floor 
?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord) 
:constraint 
(action 
:label add-all-build-deck-events 
:condition ((fact (pod ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord ?c3_coord ?c4_coord))) 
:actions ((build-deck ?i_interval ?f_floor ?cl_coord ?c2_coord 
?c3_coord ?c4_coord)) 
:binding-req ((lin >= (interval-end ?i_interval) 
(interval-beg ?i_interval) 
1 #,*build-deck-time*)))) 
:metric-action-type (do-wall-services ?i_interval ?f_floor) 
:metric-action-type (p-wall-services ?i_interval ?f_floor) 
:metric-action-type (e-wall-services ?i_interval ?f_floor) 
:constraint 
(decompose 
:label decompose-all-wall-services-events 
:action (do-wall-services ?i_interval ?f_floor) 
:decompositions 
((:name :decompose-do-vall-services 
:subactions (#l=(p-wall-services ?il_interval ?f_floor) 
#2=(e-wall-services ?i2_interval ?f_floor)) 
:relations ((:before #I# #2#)) 
:binding-req ((lin >= (interval-end ?il_interval) 
(interval-beg ?il_interval) 
1 #,*p-wall-services-time*) 
(lin >= (interval-end ?i2_interval) 
(interval-beg ?i2_interval) 
1 #,*e-wall-services-time*))))) 
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Appendix C. Image processing domain 
The domain specification fragments below illustrate constraints from our image pro- 
cessing domain. The thing to notice here is the use of action parameters with complex 
internal structure. 
;; SAMPLE IMAGE PROCESSING CONSTRAINTS AND ACTION TYPES 
:action-type 
:action-type 
:action-type 
:action-type 
:action-type 
:action-type 
:action-type 
:action-type 
:action-type 
(do-ndvi ?fl_filename ?f2_filensme) 
(do-numerator ?i_inputpa_rams ?o_outputparams) 
(do-denominator ?i_inputparams ?o_outputparams) 
(do-input-image ?f_filename ?o_outputparams) 
(do-display-image ?i_inputparsms) 
(do-ratio-and-clip ?i_inputparams ?o_outputparams) 
(do-division ?i_inputparsms ?o_outputparams ?p_otherparams) 
(do-clip ?i_inputparams ?o_outputparsms ?p_otherparsms) 
(apply-algorithm ?n_algname ?i_inputparams 
?o_outputparams ?p_otherpersms) 
:constraint 
(decompose 
:label decompose-do-ndvi 
:action (do-ndvi ?fl_filename ?f2_filename) 
:decompasitions 
((:subactions 
(#l=(do-input-image ?fi_filename [?ii_imagel_outputparams) 
#2=(do-input-image ?f2_filename f?i2_imagel_outputparams) 
#3=:(do-numerator [?i2_image ?il_imagel_inputparsms ?oi_imagel_outputparsms) 
#4=:(do_denominator [?ii_image ?il_imagel_inputparams 
C?o2_imagel_outputparams) 
#5=:(do-ratio-and-clip [?ol_image ?02_imagel_inputparams 
[?03_image]_outputparsms) 
#6=:(do-display-image [?o3_imagel_inputparams)) 
:relaticsns ((:pipe #l# #3#) 
(:pipe #l# #4#) 
(:pipe #3# #5#) 
(:pipe #5# #6#) 
(:pipe #2# #3#) 
(:pipe #2# #4#) 
(:pipe #4# #5#))))) 
:constraint 
(decompos.e 
:label decompose-do-ratio-and-normalize 
:action (do-ratio-and-clip ?in_inputparams ?out_outputparams) 
:decompositions 
((:subactions 
(#l=cdo-division ?in_inputparams C?outl_imagel_outputparams Cl_otherparams) 
#l=Cdo-clip [?outl_image]_inputparams ?out_outputparams 
[<flag "-lc"_flag 
val O_any>_otherparsm 
<flag "-uc"_flag 
val l.O_any>_otherparem]_otherparams)) 
:relat.ions ((:pipe #l# #2#))))) 
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;; FINDING THE RIGHT ALGORITHM IN THE ALGORITHM KNOWLEDGE BASE 
:constraint 
(decompose 
:label decompose-do-clip 
:action (do-clip C?i_imagel_inputparams C?o_imagel_outputparams ?pl_otherparams) 
:decompositions 
((:condition ((fact (algorithm 
data-manip_algcat histogram-operators_algclass 
clip-outside_algtype 
?n_algname ?t_algtoolbox ?p2_otherparsms)) 
(make (?new_otherparams 
(seq-append ?p2_otherparams ?pl_otherparams)))) 
:subactions (#l=(apply-algorithm ?n_algname 
[{pipe ?i_image 
iport "-i"_flag)_imageparaml_inputparams 
[{pipe ?o_image 
oport "-o"_flag~_imageparaml_outputparams 
?new_otherparams))))) 
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